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Introduct ion

In 1975, the Columbus Council of the Navy
League of the United States provided a
grant to the Ohio State University in
support of a state survey to determine the
level of understanding of marine
information among the public school
children of Ohio. In addition it

supported a summer workshop in the
Humanities of the Seas conducted for

teachers in Ohio schools. Thirty teachers
participated from all over the state,
These events marked the beginning of the
program in Marine and Aquatic Education
now conducted through Ohio Sea Grant.
They in turn led to the development of the
Ohio Sea Grant Education Program, In the
process of its development, a particular
organization and philosophy has been
implemented that may be of interest as a
model for other Sea Grant Education

programs and indeed for other programs
seeking to improve education in any area
of concern. This monograph has been
designed to provide a detailed explanation
of the organization and philosophy of the
program and the rationale used in each of
its elements.

Although there has been some attention to
curriculum development and t.eacher
training over the past. five years, funding
for Sea Grant education programs has most,
often focused on higher education and
vocational education. In fact there seems

to be a return to this focus with the
recent. national level emphasis upon
fisheries education, all of which is
appropriately conducted in vocational
educational institutions and institutions
of higher education. Few Sea Grant
organizations have targeted education as a
priority area for development. Seldom are
educators with training and experience at
the elementary and secondary school
levels, in teacher education and
curriculum development, and also in
nonformal public education involved in
program development and supervision.
These factors have led by and large to a
lack of program philosophy and direction.
in Sea Grant education programs. In many
cases this results in. poorly coordinated
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a result programs disappear after Sea
Grant funding is terminated. Although
there have been some exceptional efforts
in education that are having and will
continue to have an effect upon
elementary, secondary and higher education
in certain states, with proper program
organization and emphasis there could be
many more effective programs. We hope
that this monograph will provide some
insight into such effective program
formats and thereby help to improve Sea
Grant education programs in the future.

Part of the uniqueness of the Ohio Sea
Grant Education program may lie in the
fact that it was the first component
funded in Ohio Sea Grant and led to the

development of the other two components:
Advisory Service and Research. This has
given the education program a certain
standing within the Sea Grant program
office locally and nationally and
therefore a stronger voice in policy and
funding decisions, This is further
institutionalized by the fact that
education has been established as a

separate program on equal standing with
advisory service and research  see
Figure 1!. The education coozdinator is a
member of the four person executive

A. Education hactlens housed within adviSOry service

B. Separate and equai csaeponent  as in Ohio!

Placement of Kducation Components in
Two Different Niodela of sea crant organisation



committee of Ohio Sea Grant and therefore
shares in the responsibility for
developing and implementing overall
program policies. Even this would not
ensure the effective organization of the
education program except for the fact that
a trained and respected science educator,
Dr. Victor J. Mayer, has functioned as the
education coordinator. His experience
along with the perspective and background
of Dr. Rosanne W. Fortner, a co-principal.
investigator trained in marine and aquatic
education, has provided a basis in
experience and creativity that has
produced programs atturled to the needs and
organization of Ohio schools and adaptive
to opportunities in nonformal educational
institutions and the mass media. For
formal education, close relationships have
been established between the education
program office, the Ohio Department of
Education, the Environmental Education
Office of the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources and local school systems. In
addition coramunication has been
established with other Sea Grant educators
in the Great Lakes Region. Only the lack
of funding has prohibited the further
development of productive channels of
cooperation through a Great Lakes
Education Network. Nonformal thrusts have
introduced educational ventures with
central Ohio radio stations, interactive
cable television  Warner JUBE!, the
Cousteau Society and Columbus' Center of
Science and Industry. Expansion of these
relationships promises opportunity for
additional public education activities.

their families as weil. A program focused
on the schools would also impact every
county in the state and not be restricted
to those served by advisory service
offices which are located only along the
Lake Erie coast. Once schools are
adequately served with appropriate marine
and aquatic education programs a base of
support will have been established for
movement into other levels and kinds of
education, Following the rationale of
serving the largest citizenry possible
with initial efforts, the program could
move on to informal education institutions
such as museums and explore uses of the
mass media for public awareness.

While these first-served organizations can
function to build aquatic awareness among
Ohio citizens as a priority within Sea
Grant, it was not forgotten that there
also needed to be a career component to
the program. What needs exist for
training programs focused on careers in
marine science for Ohio citizens? This
was a difficult question to answer, and
one which still has not been resolved.
This was clearly a second order priority,
however. In other Sea Grant programs by
contrast career training was and is the
major focus of Sea Grant Education
efforts. Because of Ohio's inland
location; the strength of existing
limnology and fishery programs in higher
education and the availability of marine
career programs at other Sea Grant
institutions, the major focus of Ohio Sea
Grant was and probably will remain on
aquatic awareness programs.

ESTABLISHMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRAM
PRIORITIES

In establishing program priorities a basic
question was asked to guide priority
identification. With limited resources,
what type of education program would have
the greatest impact on the largest number
of Ohio citizens? The institutions with
the most prolonged contact with the
largest number of families in any state
are the pre-college schools. Through them
an effective program would not only
contact the students, but the adults in

INITIATION OF EFFORTS

With the schools identified as the first
priority for a Sea Grant education
program, the next question was how to
effectively incorporate information of
interest to Sea Grant into school
curricula. Work with the Humanities of
the Seas programs in 1976 through 1978
revealed few curriculum materials
available for teaching marine and aquatic
concepts in inland schools, These
Humanities programs were teacher education.
workshops. Without teaching materials to



present to the teachers, however, the
effectiveness of the workshops, as
indicated by the inclusion of new concepts
into the curriculum, was minimal.
Experience with these and other programs
indicated that teachers simply do not have
the t.ime, nor in many cases the ability,
to develop their own teaching materials in
fields that are new to them. Therefore it.

was felt that the first step in. a broad
awareness program for Ohio was to develop
teaching materials that could be used in
the state, The OEAGLS proj ect.  Oceanic
Education Activities for Great Lakes

Schools! was initiated with Sea Grant
funding in 1977 as the first project of
Ohio Sea Grant.

Decisions were made on the grade level and
format for the materials based on

information generated through studies
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation  NSF! and from experience with
previous curriculum development efforts,
such as the Crustal Evolution Educat.ion

Project  CEEP!, a program conducted
through t.he National Association of
Geology Teachers  Mayer and Stoever, 1978!
for developing supplemental curriculum
materials for earth science classes.

Studies indicated a dramatic drop-off of
interest in science among children,
especially among girls and minorities,
during the middle school years. This
decline in interest was of concern for the

directorate of the NSF. As a result, most
of their later education efforts were

directed at improving teaching materials
and teacher backgrounds at the middle
school level. The OEAGLS project was
likewise focused on grades 5 through 9 to
assist Ohio schools in improving curricul.a
used during those critical years.

Since marine and aquatic education is
interdisciplinary in nature, involving
content from a variety of scientific
fields, the humanities and the social
sciences, its successful implementation
into the school curriculum needed to take

that into account. In the middle school

years students are becoming old enough to
handle more sophisticated information, yet
most school programs are organized in such

a way that teachers can easily teach in an
interdisciplinary format. For example,
many middle schools use a "house" approach
where four academic teachers have the same

group of children, The teachers meet
periodically to determine the class
schedule for those students and what is to

be taught during a given period of time.
Such joint planning facilitates the use of
team teaching and the development of
interdisciplinary courses. This was
another reason for choosing the middle
school years as a focus for Ohio Sea Grant
efforts. Also, following 8th or 9th
grade, the curriculum begins t.o diverge,
with course options being offered to
students. The middle school therefore is

the last time to have all students

enrolled in a given course as a "captive
audience" for marine education facts and

concepts.

Experience with the implemerrtation of
"new" curricula during the advent of the
National Science Foundation span.sored
curriculum development efforts, and
subsequent experience with schools,
indicated the difficulty of inserting rrew
materials into existing crrrricula
 Helgeson, et al., 1978!. Teachers by and
large are satisfied with what they are
doing in the classroom. They are not
looking for a new curriculum, or even for
major new units to teach. The concept of
infusion therefore was adapted from
efforts of the Crustal Evolution Education

Project as a guiding theme for the
development of OEAGLS materials. Instead
of producing units, self-contained, short
and supplementary modules were designed.
These focused on concepts already taught
in the curricul.urn, but imbedded them in a
marine and I.ake Erie, or Great Lakes,
context. A module on shipping, for
example, uses data from the Port of Toledo
to develop ideas related to the worldwide
involvement of Ohio in commerce.

"Pollution in Lake Erie" uses articles

from 1970 and 1980 for two language arts
activities--reading in the science content
area and crit. ical reading.

Each module was designed to take only a
few days of class time. A combination
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therefore of familiar concepts and the
short time necessary for the full
treatment of each topic facilitates the
use of the materials and their
incorporation into existing curricula. To
further facilitate use of the materials
teachers need to have information beyond
what is normally included in a student
guide, Therefore a fully detailed teacher
guide was developed for each activity.
The guides included descriptions of the
necessary materials and where they could
be obtained, answers to questions in the
student guide and background information
necessary for the teacher to understand
the topic, Such fully detailed guides
also decrease the necessity for teacher
training in the use of the activities. A
project incorporating these concepts was
prepared and submitted with the 1977 Ohio
Sea Grant proposal.



The Development Process

Advisor Committee. Soon after the an-
nouncement of the grant an advisory com-
mittee was named to assist in overseeing
the project. The primary functions of the
connittee were to establish priorities for
topics of the activities, to help in
identifying resource persons, and to
review the content of the activities for
accuracy, relevancy and appropriateness,
Individuals on the committee represented
the Ohio Department of Natural Resources,
the Ohio Department of Education, the Navy
League of the United States, the
Departments of Geography and Naval Science
of the university and the Center for Lake
Erie Area Research. The committee had
severa1. meetings to discuss general
policy, but its primary mode of operation
was for its members to serve in individual
consulting roles with the principal
investigator. In this respect it became
one of the primary resources of the
project, assisting the principal
investigator in deciding policy issues as
they arose and in identifying individuals
to aid in the development of certain
topics and to review materials as they
were developed.

Identification of to ics. The development
process was initiated with the
identification of broad topic areas. This
was done on a tentative basis in the
proposal based upon the principal
investigator's knowledge of the school
curricula, experience with teacher
workshops, and knowledge of research being
conducted on the Great I.akes, These
topics were reviewed and modified at the
first advisory board meeting and then
ranked by the members in order of priority
for development. Subsequently the
principal investigator and his two project
assistants "brain stormed" more specific
subjects within those broad topics that
the board ranked as being most important.
These more specific topics then became the
bases for the development of activities
during the first year of the project and
provided guidance for the identification
of activity topics in subsequent years as
well.

Creation of activities. Once topics were
identified, several different processes
were used for the initial development of
an activity. One such process started
with activities that had been developed by
teachers as course projects for the three
Humanities of the Seas workshops conducted
with Navy League sponsorship. Another
process used during the first year
involved a teacher seminar on OEAGLS
development. Eight teachers were enrolled
for three hours of graduate credit. They
met once a week during the University's
Winter Quarter, 1978. Each meeting
included a presentation on a priority
development topic by a content expert.
These included, among others, a geologist
with the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources who discussed his studies of
beach erosion along the lake, a
meteorologist from the Cleveland weather
station of NOAA who discussed the weather
and climate effects of the lake, and a
geographer from the university who
discussed the effect of waterways on the
settlement of Ohio. Each of the teachers
identified a topic area and designed an
activity relating to that topic using the
resources of the developing Marine and
Aquatic Education Resource Center as a
support library. Eleven of the activities
were started in one of these two ways.
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Beginning the second year greater
initiative for activity development
occurred within the project staff itself.
This was in a large part due to the
arrival on the staff of a professional
qualified in Marine Education, Dr.
Fortner. This change in procedures was
also in part a response to the need to
develop topics on emerging issues such as
the PCB problem in the lakes. A fourth
process used in three cases was the
designation of either a teacher or a
researcher on lake problems to initially
develop an activity.

The original draft of any activity idea
was submitted t.o a second and often a
third person for revision and editing, If
initially developed by a teacher, then one
of the project staff completed this second
step. If started by a member of the
project staff, then usually a teacher was
asked to review the activity.
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At various stages in the writing, content
experts were consulted for additional
information, for references to research
that could assist in developing the
content of the activity, and for opinions
on the appropriateness of information.

Evaluation. When reviews by critic
teachers were completed a different
teacher was identified and asked to use
the activity with his/her classes. The
teacher was identified by the principal

investigator, based on his experience with
teachers in local schools and through
recommendations by his colleagues at the
university and in the local school
systems, An important criterion used in
selection of teachers was the teacher' s
ability to identify strong and weak points
in instructional programs,

Each activity was systematically evaluated
through its use in the selected teacher' s
classes. Multiple choice items were
developed to assess whether the objectives
of the activity were met  Appendix A!.
These items were given to the students
prior to the use of the activity and then
again following its completion. The
results were analyzed to identify any
areas of low achievement. If such areas
were found, the related objectives were
examined and the sections of the activity
relating to those objectives were analyzed
for problems.
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In addition, students in the pilot classes
responded to three attitude items. Their
responses were analyzed to determine the
interest level, difficulty and clarity of
the activity. If problems were indicated,
the activity was examined for ways in
which it could be made more appealing or
clearer to students. In addition to
evaluation through test data, the teacher
was asked to critique the activity and its
various components using a standard form
provided by the project  Appendix B!.



Perhaps the most useful component of the
evaluation process was the visits to the
pilot classes by one of the two principal
investigators. They were able to observe
student reactions to the activity,
interview selected students and discuss

the activity personally with the teacher.

All of the information from the evaluation

process was then used to rewrite the
activity. If very extensive rewriting was
necessary then the activity was retested
in another classroom. The final stage in
evaluation was the submission, of the

activity to a content expert who provided
a final review of the accuracy of the
subject matter. After adjustments made
necessary by the content review were
completed, the activity was then ready for
distribution to teachers.

In a sense, the evaluation process is
still continuing. As activities are used
in workshops, teachers note ways in which
they can be improved. When the supply of
an activity is exhausted, it is revised
before reprinting to take into account
suggestions by teachers.

The extensive and many faceted evaluation
system used for OEAGLS has been more
completely documented in a case study of
the program written by Gregory Rhodes as a
portion of his doctoral dissertation at
Indiana University  Rhodes, 1983,
Appendix C!.



Dissemination Programs

When the OEAGLS project was first proposed
it was realized that there had to be a
dissemination process to follow the
development program. Since the format of
the materials and the philosophy behind
their development precluded publication by
a commercial publisher, some mechanism had
to be provided to make the materials known
to Ohio teachers and to get them into
their hands for use. This dissemination
program took the form of a planned and
coordinated series of workshops conducted
over the three year period immediately
following the completion of the OEAGLS
Project in 1980.

Activities Durin Develo ment Process.
Actually dissemination started as a part
of the development process since educators
were made aware of the availability of the
materials through a newsletter started
during the second year of the project
 Appendix D!. Entitled Middle Sea, it now
has a quarterly distribution of about 1400
copies primarily in Ohio. Each of the
OEAGLS has been described in the
newsletter. Early in the project it was
a primary means of making teachers aware
of their availability, and each issue
resulted in a flurry of orders for new
activities. After all activities were
completed a catalog was written that
included activity descriptions, a
description of the development process and
lists of authors and project personnel
 Appendix E!.

As materials became available, interest in
their use was generated along Lake Erie
through the work of the Ohio Sea Grant
advisory agent. Many activities were
disseminated through that office and
through workshops organized by the agent.
The principal investigators also accepted
any opportunity t.o make presentations at
teachers' meetings anywhere in the state.
OEAGI,S were invariably used in the
workshops and presentations. Programs have
been given at school system inservice
days, regional meetings of the Ohio
Education Association, and annual meetings
of state science and social studies
organizations. In addition, presentations
have been made by the principal

investigators at national and regional
meetings of the National Science Teachers
Association and national meetings of the
National Marine Education Association, the
National Association for Environmental
Education and the Association of
Interpretive Naturalists. During the
latter two years of the development
project, these measures resulted in the
distribution of several thousand copies of
the OEAGLS materials,
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As another element of the dissemination
process, activities are published in a
form that readily facilitates their
inexpensive use by teachers. Only single
copies are provided to teachers, who are
then encouraged to have as many copies
reproduced as necessary, To facilitate
this all materials are printed in high
contrast black and white. Illustrations
are line drawings with occasional black
and white photos and art work. This type
of publication also facilitates a second
method of dissemination through national
microfiche based information dissemination
networks. All activities have been
included in both the Educational Resources
Information Center  ERIC! and the Marine
Education Materials System  MEMS!. Both
systems provide computer searches for
materials. The ERIC system also publishes
abstracts of the materials in a monthly
publication Resources in Education. Most
colleges and universities maintain ERIC
microfiche collections as do state
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departments of education. Through these
dissemination methods the materials are

made available throughout. the country at
no cost to the project.

been gained with curriculum development
projects, especially those funded by the
National Science Foundation through the
1960's and '70's, to demonstrate t.he
necessity of well planned and executed
dissemination programs. This was realized
from the inception of the OKAGLS
development project and led to the early
design and proposal for a dissemination
program later referred to as the Infusion
Program. This program was conceived as a
three year cycle to promote awareness of
the materials throughout the State of
Ohio. It was designed to syst.ematically
int.roduce the materials to every section
of the state through a series of awareness
workshops and to develop a cadre of well
trained teachers centered in the major
metropolitan areas of the state through a
series of implementation workshops. The
program was designed with the cooperation
of the Ohio Department of Education. The
co-principal investigator on the pro~et
during its first year and one-half was Dr.
John. Hug, Coordinator of Environmerital
Education for the Department.

The two components of the program were
designated the awareness component and the
implementation component. The first was
intended to develop broad awareness among
teachers and administrators across the

State cf Ohio regarding the objectives of
marine and aquatic education and a
knowledge of the mat.erials available for
use in teaching toward those objectives,
especially the OEAGLS materials. The
implementation component was intended for
in depth training of teachers to provide
them with information and resources to

implement mari~e and aquatic education in
their classrooms. Many of these teachers
could then serve as a trained cadre who

could be called upon to assist others in
such an effort.

The objectives of the awareness component
as stated in the proposal were to:

Create an awareness of marine and
aquatic education among school
administrators, supervisors, and
teachers.

b. Disseminate examples of curriculurrr
mat.erials available in marine and
aquatic education.

These objectives were to be reached
through several program elements:

The establishment of a marine and
aquatic education awareness program
through the Ohio Department of
Education.

b. The planning and implementat.ion of a
statewide awareness program for local
school administrators and facult.y of
colleges of education.

c. Conducting a marine and aquat.ic
education awareness program for. Ohio
teachers.

These objectives and program elements were
characterized as the awareness component
of the program and were led by the
project's co-principal investigator,
Dr. Hug, during the first year of the
project, and by Dr. Fortner during the
remainder of the program,

The implementat.ion component led by Dr.
Mayer had another set of objectives, to:

a. Assist teachers to effectively use
available curriculum materials arid

methods.

b. Help teachers acquire appropriate
background information in marine and
aquatic topics.



c. Provide teachers with marine and
aquatic experiences through field
trips.

d. Assist administrators and teachers in
redesigning curricula to infuse
marine and aquatic education.

These objectives were to be accomplished
through:

a. Coordination of implementation
activities by Ohio Sea Grant through
the Ohio Department of Education.

b. Provision of inservice and summer
seminars and workshops in marine and
aquatic education through The Ohio
State University.

c. Establishment of similar courses at
other universities in Ohio.

Provision of an educational
specialist to work through the Ohio
Department of Education in assisting
teachers in implementing marine and
aquatic educat.ion.

e, Loaning marine and aquatic education
materials from three resource
centers.

f. Publishing a quarterly bulletin in
marine and aquatic education for Ohio
teachers.

Awareness Pro ram Com anent, This compo-
nent had three major tasks: the further
identification and organisation of marine
and aquatic education resources, the
development of the capability to deliver
services to educators in Ohio schools, and
the planning and initiation of an
awareness program for Ohio educators.

During the first year the emphasis was
upon the first two tasks. Lists of
materials available through ERIC and NEMS
were updated and microfiche copies added
to the Oceanic Education Resource Center.
This resource center located at Ohio State
began as an adjunct to the OEAGI,S

development project providing source
materials for the development staff, Its
resources had been expanded in support of
early marine education workshops through
funding by the Columbus Council of the
Navy League of the United States.
Additional books, curricular materials,
slide-tape sets, laboratory and
demonstration materials were added during
the infusion program.
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Also during the first year two additional
resource centers were instituted, one at
Bawling Green State University in the
northern part of the state and the other
at the University of Cincinnati, The
holdings of the Columbus resource center
were evaluated and those materials judged
most useful were purchased for the two new
centers. These satellite centers have
been used in support of both awareness and
implementation workshops held in those
areas. Their major use, however, has been
by local teachers and students at the twa
universities.

Personnel resources were also identif ied
during the first year. Over 50 teachers
had been involved in Oceanic Education
programs conducted at the Ohio State
University with support from the Navy
League. Exceptional teacher leaders were
identified from this group. The State
Department of Education identified
additional administrators, supervisors and
faculty in institutions of higher
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education. A state-wide meeting of
individuals selected from those groups was
held in Columbus. At this meeting
guidelines were developed for the conduct
of the awareness program, This group,
although its membership has changed a bit
as the program has evolved, has continued
to serve in an advisory capacity, reacting
to ideas of the project staff and in some
cases initiating programs in marine and
aquatic education in colleges and
universities in their areas of the state.

To assist in disseminating an awareness of
marine education throughout the state and
defining the importance and scope of
marine and aquatic education in Ohio, a
position paper was developed with the Ohio
Department of Education. "Occasional
Paper /f6: Marine and Aquatic Education"
has been distributed to Department
personnel and to educators contacted by
the Sea Grant Education Program  Appendix
F!. The document serves to introduce the
subject, the program and the personal,
geographic and educational resources of
the state.

Perhaps the major task during the first
year was to develop a format for the
awareness workshops. These were to offer
one quarter hour of graduate university
credit. This fact resulted in two
requirements, first that they involve a
minimum of 10 clock hours of instruction,
and second that each participant write a
paper. The format developed during this
first year was piloted in two workshops,
one held in Columbus and the other on Lake
Erie at Ottawa National wildlife Refuge,
During the second year this program was
modified to take into account recommend-
ation.s by participants. A sample program
is included as Figure 2.

In conducting the program several
guidelines were followed. First, a major
portion of the time should be devoted to
active teacher involvement in OEAGLS
activities. This has proved a key to use
of new materials by teachers. Second,
teachers were to be provided with
background knowledge about the
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characteristics of Lake Erie. This has
been achieved through two lecture
presentations, one on the geology of the
lake and one on the characteristics of the
water of the lake. These presentations
have been highly refined using extensive
illustrations in the form of slides and
overhead visuals. A third guideline was
to provide opportunities to become
familiar with a wide variety of activities
and curriculum materials. Two sessions
were held to accomplish this purpose: one
during the first evening in which
participants could informally participate
in a variety of different activities set
up as learning stations, and one the
following day where teachers were given

the opportunity of perusing the best of
the curriculum materials from the resource
center.
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SCHEDULE

6:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:30

10:30

10:45
11:15

12:15 p.m.
1:15

1:45
2:15

Great Lakes Filmstrip
Workshop wrap-up
Adjourn

3:15

3:45
4:00

Figure 2
Awareness Workshop Schedule
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7:00

7:10

7:45
8:00

8:30

8:45

9:05

9:15
9:30

Marine and Aquatic Education Workshop
Miamisburg, February 11-12, 1983

Individual participation in marine and aquatic education
activities
Welcome and workshop overview - Rosanne Fortner
Overview of Marine and Aquatic Education. � Vic Mayer
Break

Yellow Perch in Lake Erie - Rosanne
The development of the OEAGLS materials � Vic
Programs and services of Ohio Sea Grant - Rosanne
Briefing on tomorrow's activities
Registration for credit
Have a safe trip home!

Formation of Lake Erie - Vic Mayer
Concurrent sessions: Erosion Along Lake Erie - Carol. Winhusen

Ohio Canals � Jane Muhlencamp
PCBs in Fish - Roberta Rupert

Break
Characteristics of Lake Erie - Rosanne Fortner
Concurrent sessions: Getting to Know Your Local Fish � Roberta

How to Protect a River � Vic

It's Everyone's Sea: Or Is It? - Jane
Lunch

View and browse displayed curriculum materials
Local resources for marine and aquatic education - Bob Karl
Concurrent sessions: The Great Lakes Triangle � Carol

Estuary; A Special Pl.ace - Rosanne
We Have Met the Enemy - Vic
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A major goal of the workshop was for
teachers to develop an understanding of
the breadth and scope of marine and
aquatic education. The workshop itself
helped to provide this, but an
introductory lecture "Why Narine
Education" provided an overview of the
sources of the marine and aquatic
education movement and its inter-
disciplinary nature.

Sip uorkahop participants studied on the lake share as usLL
as La classes.

To assist in conducting these workshops it
was initially envisioned that 10
leadership teams would be trained. Each
team would then conduct a workshop under
the supervision of the Sea Grant staff.
This training program was initiated in the
summer of l980 under a grant from the
National Science Foundation. Nine
administrator-teacher teams were invited
to a six-day workshop at the University's
Stone Lab facilities on South Bass Island
in Lake Erie. Participants in this
workshop ranged from a team consist.ing of
an assistant principal with a fifth and a
sixth grade teacher to one having a
curriculum supervisor with junior high
school science and social studies
teachers. Though attempts were made to
gain participation from a wide geographic
area in order to have a statewide
leadership cadre, applicants were largely
from the lake shore areas.

The six-day program consisted of lectures
oo. interdisciplinary topics in social
studies, science and the arts, followed by
OEAGLS sessions to illustrate methods of
presenting those topics 'in middle schools.
Field trips to island sites such as
Ferry's Victory and International Peace
Hemori al, and mainland features such as
the Port of Toledo and the Kishman Fish
Company reinforced class concepts and
emphasized the importance of the lake to
the state. Presentations by the Director
of Ohio Sea Grant and by curriculum
developers from Hichigan Sea Grant helped
to broaden the experience.

Although the program was a success in
terms of participant enthusiasm, it
subsequently became clear that very few of
the teams were adequately prepared to
deliver the intense, high quality type of
workshop envisioned by the Sea Grant
staff. Instead a decision was made to
reduce the number of workshops offered to
six per year, and to have them staffed by
the principal investigators of the
program, both of whom were also graduate
faculty at the university. Assisting the
lead staff would be several local
teachers, These individuals would conduct
many of the QEAGLS activities presented at
the workshops. They were selected from
participants in previous workshops, such
as the NSF supported program held in l980.

A critical element in the planning and
conduct of t.he one day workshops was
evolved between the second and third year
of the program. Prior to the second year,
a team consisting of Dr. Hug and a
graduate assistant working in the program
visited each site that was to host a
workshop. Their primary purpose was to
review the facilities to be used and to
renew contacts with local environmental
educators who, it was thought, could
assist in the presentation of the workshop
and in recruitment of teachers, These
visits were reasonably successful in
accomplishing their purposes. At one
location the local contact. person was an
assistant superintendent. of the county
school system. He was extremely effective
in coordinating local arrangements for



Name of Presentation

1. The presentation was 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

very interesting
interesting
somewhat interesting
not very interesting
boring

somewhat 3. did not change

3. I  circle} will / will not use the material presented

COHHKNTS:

Figure 3

Session Evaluation Form
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the workshop and in advertising it among
the teachers in his county school system.
Using that experience as a cue, prior to
the third year of the program the two
principal investigators visited each of
the six localities chosen for the workshop
and met with administrators from the city
and county school systems. In all but two
cases they were able to secure excellent
cooperation from the administration, who
agreed to inform school principals
regarding the nature and objectives of the
program, and to distribute information
about the program to teachers through the
school courier service.

An important factor in the success of the
awareness workshops was the continued
attention of the proj ect staff to workshop
evaluations. Two types of evaluations
were done for each program. First, a
three item evaluation was completed by
participants following each maj or
presentation and each concurrent session
 see Figure 3}. The items indicated
interest in the session, the importance of
the material and whether the participant
planned to use the information presented.
When all forms were collected for any one
session, the presenter of that session was
able to gain immediate feedback on its
effects. The project staff was also able
to perceive immediate needs of the total
group and make adjustments in approach or
scheduling to meet those needs. The short

2. Ny knowledge level
1. increased greatly 2. increased

forms therefore served as a formative

evaluation and to identify problem areas
that might affect responses on the second
type of evaluation.

At the end of each awareness workshop all
participants completed an open-ended
questionnaire in which they expressed
their attitudes about the atmosphere of
the workshop, its value to their teaching,
and changes that might be made to improve
future workshops. Participants in inland
workshops were also asked whether they
felt that Lake Erie was important to teach
about in their geographic area. This
summative evaluation provided an overall
indication of the workshops' impacts, The
long evaluation forms are included as
Appendix G. Records of the Education
Program contain synopses of all the
awareness workshop evaluations, from which
it is possible to chart the continued
growth and responsiveness that contributed
to the infusion Program's success.

During the second and third years of the
infusion program 12 workshops were
conducted over the State of Ohio. Figure
4 includes maps of Ohio showing the
locations of each year's workshops and the
areas from which participants were drawn.
Over 600 teachers and administrators were
enrolled and some 4000 OEAGLS activities

distributed through the program.



B. Infusion, Year 1A. Pre-infusion Activities

1976-79

D. Infusion, Year 3C. Infusion, Year 2

Figure 4.

Activity Sites with Attendance Areas, 1976-83



Another awareness task of the Infusion
Project was to continue publication of
Middle Sea. This newsletter had become
recognized as one of the best of its kind
in marine and aquatic education. With the
initiation of the infusion program,
however, its focus changed from emphasis
on new OEAGLS activities to one of broader
service to teachers. Each issue has a
feature article dealing with information
on Lake Erie of use to teachers, a
classroom activity, reviews of teaching
materials or publications and
announcements of events of interest to
teachers, Tb.e variety of Middle Sea
articles reemphasizes the interdiscipli-
nary nature of marine and aquatic
education and highlights the workshops,
publications and plans of the Sea Grant
program  Appendix D!. This has proved to
be an excellent vehicle for keeping in
contact with teachers who have
participated in the workshops. It serves
as a reminder of the availability of
activities and materials in marine and
aquatic education, and of the interest of
the Sea Grant staff in the activities of
the teachers it has served.

Im lementation Com onent. The tasks of
this component as specified in the
proposal were to extend opportunities to
Ohio teachers for obtaining in-depth
background in knowledge and curricular
materials related to marine and aquatic
education, and to provide continuing
assistance to Ohio educators.

The implementation component was founded
on two types of courses. The first was
the Humanities of the Seas series of three
summer workshops beginning in 1976. These
were supported by the Columbus Council of
the Navy League of the United States. The
second was an inservice seminar in Marine
and Aquatic Education piloted in the
spring of 1979 in Mansfield, Ohio. The
summer workshop was relatively expensive
because it included an extended field trip
along the Lake Erie shore. As Navy League
funding was exhausted these costs had to
be borne by the teacher participants.
Al.so, tuition had to be charged. When
field trip expenses plus tuition had to be

paid by participants the cost became
prohibitive. In the summer of 1978, with
partial funding from the Navy League, only
seven teachers took the workshop. The
original rationale then was to bring both
programs under Sea Grant, allowing the
university to waive tuition, and to
provide funds to defray the expenses of
the field trip. Under those conditions
the courses would be accessible to a much
larger number of teachers.

a Coast Cooed csttco wo toclodoc & ~ tost by
Scoy Lcccso wtbobop pcrtbctycotc.

The inservice course that is part of the
Infusion Program has been offered in. three
different locations in central Ohio:
Westerville Public Schools, Southwest City
Schools and the Newark Campus of The Ohio
State University, Offering the course in
off campus locations was another way of
making it more accessible to teachers.
About 90 teachers have enrolled in the
three-quarter-hour graduate credit course.
The summer course has been offered at the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History, at
the Cincinnati Zoo, and at one of the
Toledo Metropolitan Parks. Over 90
teachers have been enrolled, receiving
four to five hours of credit,

The inservice program was scheduled for
ten 2.5-hour evening sessions and one all
day field trip . The summer workshops met
for one-half day every day for two weeks
and i~eluded one all-day field t.rip. In
addition the summer program included

17
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optional activities offered by the
institution in which the sessions were
being held. For example the staff of the
Cincinnati Zoo conducted sessions on
marine and aquatic reptiles, endangered
species and several other topics. These
sessions included tours of the appropriate
sections of the zoo. Both summer and
inservice programs focus on use of OKAGLS
materials in presenting information
regarding the Great Lakes and the Oceans.
A sample syl.labus is included as
Appendix H.

Ia-doyrh oxplorwioo of ooriviriao voo poooibla
i5 fÃplwoorwfoo Soooiooo.

The content of both types of programs is
similar. Lake Erie and the Great Lakes
are used as a focus for teaching content
information about the world's large bodies
of water. Implications of a concept for
the oceans and lakes are drawn through
discussions, lectures, activities and
visual aids. Content from all relevant
disciplines is presented. In addition to
the science related content usually
associated with courses about water,
significant time is devoted to the visual
arts, music, literature and crafts.
Concepts in history, economics and
transportation are presented. Each topic
is developed through an activity. Most
are the OEAGLS activities, but others are
drawn from the Crustal Evolution Education
Project, Project COAST, and Ocean Related
Curriculum Activities  ORCA!. Each
activity used becomes a basis for

discussing the concept in greater depth,
providing teachers with the confidence
necessary to adequately teach the concept
in their own classes. This type of
approach requires a great deal of
instructor time for dealing with the many
personal interactions that result.
Therefore either two faculty or one
faculty and one graduate assistant have
staffed each of the courses. This type of
staffing seems adequate for class sizes up
to about 40.

Toeebaro fry SoWhvaW Cicy Schoolo boa ~ wiliaS looooo
~ s SWr of Choir ooorOO.

Field experiences have been incorporated
into each of the implementation workshops.
These normally consist of a one day field
trip adapted to the locality, For
example, in Cincinnati, along the Ohio
River, the class visited a marina and
docking facilities, and also a vocational
program that trained workers for the river
transportation industry. Since Cincinnati
is a world famous collecting locality for
Ordovician fossils, a lunch stop was
planned so that teachers could observe and
collect a variety of fossils. The
Cleveland workshop included a trip along
the lake shore to study erosional and
depositional features, and to visit a
marina, factory sites and a small marine
museum. Field experiences are designed to
reflect the interdisciplinary nature of
marine and aquatic education, therefore
not only science localities are visited
but also those of economic and historic



significance. The maps in Figure 4
indicate the locations of implementation
workshops and field experiences for each
year of the project.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

The infusion program will terminate in
August of 1983. Experiences with the NSF
science curriculum development projects
and other innovative efforts in curriculum

change have demonstrated that unless
continuing assistance is provided to
schools such new efforts ultimately are
replaced by other curriculum developments
or teachers revert to the older, more
comfortable materials used prior to the
implementation program. To avoid this,
the Infusion Program as originally
conceived proposed the eventual
establishment of a marine and aquatic
education specialist to work through a Sea
Grant education office in cooperation with
the Ohio Department of Education. Because
of cutbacks in funding and changing
priorities of the national Office of Sea
Grant, such a position has not been
possible, Instead other ways must be
found to insure that the efforts started

with the OEAGLS and Infusion Programs are
sustained. Methods are now being explored
through which further dissemination of
OEAGLS and rnfusjpn of marine and aquatic
concepts in teaching can be accomplished.
It is hoped that school systems can be
encouraged to assume major responsibility
for these efforts with assurance of

professional support from the Sea Grant
Education Program, To abandon infusion
and teacher education efforts in a time of

economic hardship for schools would orphan
those programs in their infancy.
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with the pilot and comparison groups. Any
differential in performance between the
two types of groups can be ascribed to the
use of the OEAGLS unit. Analysis
procedures will consist of standard
T-tests performed on means to detect the
significance of differences between the
two types of groups. If necessary
covariance techniques can be used to
adjust for initial differences between
groups on pretests. Item analyses will
also be performed to insure the quality of
the items.

Attitudes will be assessed through the use
of an innovative intensive time series
design being developed at Ohio State
{Mayer and Monk, 1983!. Items originally
used in the baseline study  Fortner and
Mayer, 1983, Appendix I! will be adapted
for use. These are of the semantic
differential format and focus on attitudes
children hold toward Lake Erie and the
ocean, Additional items from ongoing
studies using tbe intensive time series
design will be used to assess attitudes
toward the class and teacher. One item
will be randomly selected from each of the
four types of items for each student for
each day. Therefore each student in a
given class will have a different test and
no student will receive the same test
until all items have been used. A
computer program bas been developed for
selecting items and printing student test
forms. Data will be collected according
to the following design:

Pilot group
01~02~...0K10,1011~...10K30,031,...04

Comparison groups

1' 2'''' 10' 11' ' 30' 31'''' 45

0=Observation  Attitude assessment!
K=Knowledge assessment
I=Treatment or unit
The numbers are class days.

Daily means will be computed for each
pilot group and for each comparison group.
Data from the items focusing on Lake Erie
and the oceans will be considered
dependent variables. Those relating to

teacher and class will be considered
environmental variables. Analyses used
will be time series analyses programs.
Regression between environmental and
dependent variables will be factored into
the analysis programs to compensate for
variances introduced into attitudes from
those two sources.

The introduction of the OEAGLS unit should
positively affect the slope of the curve
generated by the daily assessment of
attitudes. This should happen with the
pilot group s! but not with the comparison
groups. In addition daily fluctuations in
attitudes may be related to specific
activities being used. A teacher log will
be kept of these daily activities to
assist in the interpretation of the data.

teachers who have received copies of
OEAGLS activities. A questionnaire will
be developed to obtain the following
information:

1. Names of OEAGLS used in the teacher' s
classes during the year tbe
questionnaire was received.

2. Number of class periods during the
year in which OEAGLS activities had
been used.

3. Names of other teachers in the area
that have used OEAGLS activities at
the suggestion of the respondent.

4. Names of OEAGLS activities used at
one time by tbe teacher but no longer
used. The. teacher will also be asked
to provide a reason for non-use of
the activities.

5. The number of years a particular
activity has been used by the
respondent.

6. The respondent's opinion regarding
tbe general quality of the activities
being used and student reactions to
those activities.
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Before use the questionnaire will be
piloted with several QKAGLS users in the
Columbus area. It will be kept simple to
insure ease o f completion, thereby
enhancing the expected percentage of
response.

The following populations will be sent the
questionnaire:

1. Participants in the short awareness
workshops. About 600 teachers will
be included in this population.

2. Participants in the two-week long
summer workshops and those in the
quarter-long inservice workshops.
About 180 teachers are included.

Teachers who have ordered OEAGLS from

the Education Office, but have not
been enrolled in any of the Sea Grant
workshops. There are about 200
teachers in this population.

4. Teachers who received a copy of an
activity as a result of participating
in the Lake Erie program of the
Center of Science and Industry.
There are about 300 teachers in this

population.

A 40 percent random sample will be chosen
from each of the populations. A
questionnaire will be mailed to each
individual. A follow-up questionnaire
will be mailed to the non;respondents. A
random sample of those teachers not
responding to the follow-up will be
telephoned and their responses taken in
this manner. Their responses will be
tabulated separately to generate
information as to differences between

respondents and non-respondents to be used
in the interpretation of the results.

Responses for each of the four populations
wi ll be tabulated s cpa rate ly, Comparisons
will be made between each of the four

populations. T-tests to determine the
significance of any differences between
means will be performed. Correlations
between activity use and time at which the

workshop was attended will be determined
for the awareness and implementation
populations. These analyses should allow
determination of the relative
effectiveness of the four different modes
of dissemination based upon current usage
by respondents, aa well as degree of
influence respondents had in their areas
for additional distribution and use of
activities by other teachers. The
correlations will permit an assessment of
the relative permanence of implementation
with each of the four means of

dissemination.

C t th will be a follow-up survey
of knowledge and attitudes of Ohio
children regarding the Great Lakes and the
oceans. The Fortner and Mayer survey
conducted in 1979  Appendix I! provides
baseline data for this research project.

The following types of data were obtained
in that study:

1. knowledge of the Great Lakes and
oceans in the areas of science,
humanities, and social studies;

2. attitudes toward Lake Erie and the

oceans; and

3. student perceptions of the relative
importance of their sources of
knowledge regarding the Great Lakes
and the oceans.

To obtain these data a survey was
constructed consisting of multiple choice
achievement items, semantic differential
attitude items and a series of multiple
choice experience items. A 4 percent
random sample of all schools with fifth
grades was chosen and a 10 percent random
sample of all schools with ninth grades.
The survey was administered to one class
of students in each of the schools in each

of the samples.

In the summative evaluation .this survey
will be repeated. New random samples of
fifth grade and ninth grade schools will
be chosen and the survey administered.
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One modification will be made to the
survey. In the 1979 study the items used
for assessing knowledge were of a general
nature. None were specific to the OEAGIS
materials. In the follow-up survey there
will be a section of multiple choice items
that will be specific to OEAGLS. These
will provide a baseline on the current
level of knowledge regardiag that
information.

The following analyses will be conducted.
Knowledge scores from the 1979 study in
science, humanities and social studies
will be compared with those from the
summative study. Since the Infusion
Program was targeted at the middle school
level, no substantial change should be
noticed in the fifth grade scores. Any
differences at the ninth grade level could
be attributed in large part to the
Infusion Program aad would be a
demonstration of its overall effective-
ness.

The attitude data will be examined in a
similar way. It would be hoped that ninth
grade students will exhibit strong
positive gains in attitudes toward both
Lake Erie and the oceans,

Student perceptions of sources of marine
and aquatic information will be compared
between the two surveys. School sources
should be perceived as being significantly
more important among ninth graders in the
summative study.

This survey should be repeated on a three
to four year cycle. The education program
will be inaugurating a new three year
teacher training system. The survey
repeated at the end of that cycle would be
able to provide information relating to
the effectiveness of that program. This
is the major reason for including a
section on the survey relating
specifically to knowledge contained in the
OEAGLS materials. Any gains in that
knowledge can then be monitored in
subsequent surveys providing a measure of
the effectiveness of those materials
combined with Sea Grant dissemination
efforts.

Im lications for Ohio Sea Grant Education
P~ro ram. Locally the summative evaluation
will influence the methods of dissem-
ination used by Ohio Sea Grant for its
materials. For the first time detailed
information will be available on the
effectiveness of long versus short
workshops and the effectiveness of
volunteer distribution versus formal
dissemination efforts such as workshops.
Workshops are relatively expensive to
conduct. If short oaes are as effective
as long ones for sustained use of
materials then they can be used in
preference to the longer format. With
this type of data, a cost benefit analysis
can be performed to determine the most
cost effective means of disseminating
curriculum materials and information to

Ohio schools,



Efforts in Higher Education
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Because of the prospect of limited funding
and the relative adequacy of university
programs in limnology, fisheries and other
aquatic degree oriented programs, the
focus for the Ohio Sea Grant Education

Program was and will probably remain at
the pre-college level. However there have
been two major efforts focused at higher
education. The first was a project at
Bowling Green State University to develop
a curriculum in marine technology. This
began as an effort to be funded jointly by
industries in the northern Ohio area,
interested in obtaining well qualified
personnel for employment in the building
trades to work with construction problems
along the lake shore. Because of the
characteristics of materials and processes
occurring along the lake shore, the unique
problems associated with the construction
of structures such as piers, breakwalls,
groins, and building foundations, required
the specialized training of foremen and
construction engineers. Unfortunately,
reorganization problems at Bowling Green
have delayed the initiation of this
program, Although a curriculum has been
prepared, the program has not yet been
implemented.

With the major objectives of the
pre-college program within sight of being
firmly established, a decision. was made in
1981 to conduct a needs assessment of
courses and programs in higher education
in the State of Ohio. It was felt that it
was impossible to plan for the development

. of such programs without knowledge of what
currently existed throughout the state.
As a result a small grant was made
available from Sea Grant discretionary
funds to provide time for a graduate
assistant to examine the catalogs of all
higher education institutions in the
state. At the same time key
administrators of each institution were

asked to identify an individual who had
responsibility for coordinating their
marine and/or aquatic programs. The list
of courses compiled from the catalogs was
sent to this individual who was asked to

verify its content as accurately
representing that institution's course
offerings. Over 500 courses were found

that dealt with marine and/or aquatic
topics as the major focus of the course.
There were offerings by over 50
institutions. It was found that there

were many courses dealing with biological
and geological aspects of the marine and
aquatic environments, but few if any were
available in the arts, humanities or
social sciences.

The results of this survey have been
assembled into a Directory available
through the education program office. It
has been sent to individuals in each

college and university in the state
identified as a program leader in marine
and aquatic programs in the survey. One
function of the Directory will be to
assist individuals in identifying courses
available at other institutions, allowing
students to develop a more specialized
background without having to offer such
courses at each university. In addition

it should serve as a guide to counselors
in the state in advising high school
students of programs at the various state
institutions. It will also be used by the
Ohio Sea Grant staff in determining needs
for new courses and programs in marine and
aquatic topics in the state, thus serving
as a guide for future higher education
efforts of the education program.

Several other developments sponsored by
Sea Grant have occurred at the Ohio State
University, A coastal engineering
graduate program and a zoology course in
oceanography have been developed with Sea
Grant support. A cross-listed course in
marine and aquatic education has also been
established in Ohio State's College of
Education and School of Natural Resources,
This course responds to the demand for
more content-oriented material usable bv

formal and nonformal educators,
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Television. An important finding of the
baseline study conducted in 1979-80 was
how students thl~1i they are getting their
information about the oceans and Great
Lakes. Movies and television are the most
frequently reported information source
 Fortner and Mayer> 1983!,

The single experience shown to be most
closely related to high knowledge scores
was the number of Cousteau programs seen
on television. When the Cousteau Society
learned of this it agreed to cooperate in
a research project testing the actual
effectiveness of a television documentary
in changing knowledge and attit.udes on a
marine topic.

With funding from The Ohio State
University Small Grants Program and the
Spencer Foundation, Dr. Fortner and a
graduate student previewed an untelevised
Cousteau Odyssey program, "Mammals of the
Deep: The Warm Blooded Sea," and
developed knowledge and attitude questions
based on its content  Fortner and Lyon,
1982!.

The questions were presented to two
audiences, ninth graders at a suburban
high school and adult cable television
viewers, as a pretest, immediate posttest
and de1.ayed posttest. All the ninth
graders responded to pencil and paper
tests while the randomly selected adults
responded interactively to televised tests
using their home computer consoles from
Warner Amex QVBK. Comparison groups in
the school and a control group with QUBE
took the tests but did not watch the
documentary.

5nbool teering provided infnrnation on reievieion' ~
efferriveneee for nnrine ndnnerinn.

Scores of the test groups indicated
significant gains in knowledge, with most
of the information retained on the
two-week delayed posttest. Attitudes on
marine mammal issues were positive before
the program and temporarily shifted to a
more strongly positive position following
the broadcast. It was also found that a
teacher could produce the same kinds of
effects in a standard classroom situation
by teaching from the script of the
broadcast. The television. documentary,
then, was an effective information source,
but so was a skillful and well-informed
teacher.
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APPENDIX A

Sarople Pretest

Used in OEAGLS Development



OCEANIC EDUCATION ACTXVZTIZS FOR GREAT LAKES STATES

PRETEST � Investigation 8 24
1

~estions l through 3 contain words which could be used to describe
the work which you do in class. Choose the number ~hich best, represents
how you feel about the work that you have been doing. Record the number
on th|. answer sheet.

l. Easy ~l: ~2: ~3: ~4: ~5: 'Hard

2. Boring ~l: ~2: ~3: ~4: ~5: Interesting

Clear ~ l: ~2: ~3: ~4; ~�: Con f us ing3.

The remaining questions in this test are about Ohio and/or Lake
Erie. They deal with ideas that you will be discussing in class during
the next few days. Since you probably have not covered this material,
you are not expected to know all the answers. We want to find out how
much you already know about these topics before you do the work in class.
Please read each question carefully and decide which is the one best answer.
Hark your answer on the separate sheet. If you do not know an answer, you
may guess.

Questions 4-6 refer to the box above; turn the page to find the questions.
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The material inside the box is called a

a. crosslisting guide.
b. dichotomous key.
c. fish test.

d. category chare.

Using the information in the box, you can

The name of the fish pictured in the box is

a. Sunfish.

b. Sculpin.
c. Burbot.

d. Yellow Perch.

Dorsal fins are found on a fish's

a. underside.

b. back.

c. sides.

d. ventral side.

A lateral line is a

a. row of sense organs along the sides of some fish.
b. dark stripe running all the way around a fish.
c. line in a fin that helps make the fin stiff.
c. mark that shows where the gills are located.

About how many families of fish live in Lake Erie?

a. Thousands

b. Hundreds
c. 50

d. 25-30

A parasitic fish found in Lake Erie is the

sucker.

lamprey.
livebearer.
sculpin.

a.

b ~

C ~

d.

An adipose fin is

a, the ventral fin nearest a fish's tail,
b. an extra fatty fin on the back of some fish.
c. another name for the tail fin.
d. the thick flap 'that covers the gills,
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a. identify the fish pictured.
b. find out some characteristics of the fish pictured.
C. find out some characteristics of all the fish named.
d. do all of the above.



12. Barbels are sometimes found on a fish's

head.

tail.

sides.

back.

a

b.

Cs

d.

a. Temperate Basses
b. Trout/Salmon
c. Herring
d. Killifish

14. Which family of Lake Erie fish is not commonly used as haik

a. Sunf ish
b. Silversides

c. Sculpin
d. Nudminnow

15. The common name of a fish may be based on

a. what it looks like.

b. where it lives.

c. a sound it makes.

d. any of the above.

13. Which family of Lake Erie fish does not provide food for humans?
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OEAGLS EVALUATION PROGRAM

Instructions to the Teachers

PLEASE READ THE COMPLETE SET OP INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING TO WORK.

1. Assign a number from 1 to 9 to each class that works with the activity. Assign
a number from 01 to 99 to each student, in each class. Two students from different

classes can have the same number. One possible way of assigning student numbers
would be to write the student's name and number on the answer sheet and then-
have the students erase them when they are finished. You cauld also put the
names and numbers on bits of paper and clip them to the answer sheets with
paper clips. Please do not staple the answer sheets. You should keep a
permanent record  possibly in your grade book! of the assigned numbers for
reference. This number must be used on the student data register. The
student's names are not to appear on any returned material. If a given
class works with more than one activity, use the same class and student I.D.
numbers for all activities. YOUR TEACHER I.D. NUMBER IS

2. There are two tests which must be given to the students working on the OEAGLS
activities. Numbers 3-6 of the instructions identify the sequence in which
these tests are to be written. Both must be answered on one answer sheet..
Use the answer sheets provided, and have the students use, soft lead pencils.
The following number system has been set up for this purpose:

1-20 Activity Pre-Test
21-40 Activity Post-Test

These tests ma have less than 20 uestions but the be innin numbers for
the re-test and the ost-test will alwa s be 1 and 21 res ectivel . When

the students are taking the tests, tell them to be sure that the question
numbez on the answez sheet corresponds to the question number on the test.

3. Completion of answer sheets.

a! Before going to class, construct an identification number of the
following form:

Activity number as the first and second
digits reading left to right.
Teacher I.D. number as the third and

fourth digits.
Class I.D. number as the fifth digit. Class
I.D. must be coded, even if you use only one
class.

For numbers less than 10 in a 2-digit field,
code 01, 02, etc.

b! Before handing out the answer sheets, instruct the students that
they are not to write anything on the answer sheet except what you
tell them to.

c! Tell the students to turn the answer sheet sideways so that, they
can read the words at the top of it.
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d! Write the identification number  see a above! on the chalkboard.
Instruct your students to enter this number in the section on
their answer sheets entitled SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. Tell them
to use the first five spaces.

e! This number is followed by the student number in spaces 6 and 7.
If their number is less than 10, tell them to write 01, 02, etc.

f! Once all the numbers have been written in the spaces, tell the
students to use their pencils to blacken in the proper digits in
the columns below them.

g! Have the students mark M or F under sex.

4. Give the Activity Pre-Test on the day before beginning to work on the activity.
If possible, avoid giving it on a Friday. If this test is given on a Friday,
please note this on the Activity Evaluation Form. The pre-test must begin at
question 1 on the answer sheet. The information at the top of the answer sheet,
must be placed on all answer sheets.

5. Do the activity.

6. Give the Activity Post-Test on the day fol.lowing the completion of the work with
the activity. If possible, avoid giving these on a Monday. If they are given
on a Monday, please note this on the Activity Evaluation Form. There are no
time limits on the pre-test, or post-test. The pre-test and post-test will
probably take about 15 minutes each. Be sure that students start the post-test
in space 21 on the answer sheet.

7. Please check the answer sheets quickly to see that they were properly filled
out. You should move about the class while the students are taking tests to
make sure that they are placing their answers in the proper place. If you
find answer sheets that have not been filled out properly, please make
corrections where possible.

8. Fill out. the Activity Evaluation Form.

9. If you have any questions about these procedures, contact Dr. Victor Mayer at
�14! 422-4121. You may call collect, but when calling, please indicate that
you are calling about the OEAGLS materials.

10. Return the following OEAGLS materials.

all activity booklets
all test booklets

all unused answer sheets
all used answer sheets

activity evaluation form
additional comments
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l. Assign class and student I.D. numbers.

2. Construct an identification number containing activity number,
teacher I.D., and class I.D.

3. Administer the. Activity Pre-Test.

4. Do the activity.

5. Administer the Activity Post-Test.

6. Fill out the Activity Evaluation Form.

7. Return the materials.

N.B. The answer sheets are going to be machine scored. PLEASE HANDLE
AND PACK THKM CAREFULLY. DO NOT FOLD, STAPLE OR M3TILATE THKH.
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Activity Evaluation Form

l. Activity Number:
Teacher I.D.:

The questions in this form ask for your opinion concerning several aspects
of the OEAGLS activity which you just taught. This information will help
guide possible revisions of the activity.

2. How much class time, not including the testing, did you devote to this
activity? Was it sufficient? Comment.

3. In the boxes provided below, give an estimate af the level of student
involvement in this activity. Of all the students participating in the
activity, what percentage were highly involved, moderately involved, etc.

X of Students

High involvement

Moderate involvement

Indifference

Moderate resistance

Strong dislike

Unable to rate

4. Equipmea t:

Q just right

Q too easy Q too difficult,
 Explain!

6. Vocabulary level is: g just right

No,  Explain!Q Yes

8. Did the activity fulfill the purpose stated in the teacher guide?
Q Yes Q No,  Zxplain!

Qnone needed

Q unobtainable

5. Instructional level is:

Additional comments.

7. Was the teacher guide clear enough?

Q easy to get

/hard to get,  but I got it!!

Q too childish Q too mature



9. Did the students have difficulty with the activity? Yes
Zf so, with what.

No

a! understanding the ob$ectives
b! following the directions
c! understanding the questions
d! other?  Zxplain!

10. Your rating of this activity:

Q Worthwhile � keep as is. Q Of value -- needs the revision
suggested.

Q Worth salvaging � make ma!or
changes described.

Q Worthless.

1. Organisation of materials
2. Anything you added or changed
3. Problems with equipment, supplies, visual aids, etc.
4. Things that went wrong
5. %hat would you have done differently?
6. Any specific characteristics of students that were "turned on" or

"turned off"

7. Evidence of learning or application of ideas
8. Creative modifications by students or teacher

Space for your comments  use additional sheets if necessary!:
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ll. Feel free to make specific suggestions-~hat you think should be changed.
Think of what you needed, what you had to work out for yourself. As a
reminder of things, read through the following list before writing your
comments  we know that we don't have everything listed.'!:



APPEHDT.X C

"Water Education Cuz'riculurn"

 Description of OEAGLS Evaluation!



CHAPTER SIX

THE WATER EDUCATION PROJECT

Ori inal Pro osal and First Year

In the mid-l970s, Richard Henry, a professor of science education at
Middle University, completed his association with the Earth Science Project
 ESP!, a program designed to write supplementary materials for middle school
science classes. Henry felt the type of materials produced by ESP, short
modules consisting of two to three lessons organized around a common theme,
were very appropriate for subject matter not typically a part of the middle
science curriculum. Henry believed such an instructional design would also be
pertinent for marine education materials, another curriculum area usually
neglected in middle schools. Henry prepared a proposal for Sea Grant, a
research and educational agency of the U,S. Oepartment of Commerce that
supported pre-collegiate curriculum development in marine education. Sea
Grant approved the project and Henry began work on the Water Education Project
 WEP! in 1977.  Interview notes!

The main purpose of Henry's project was "to improve student understanding
of important concepts related to oceanic, study that would be appropriate to
interior regions of the United States." In the proposal, he wrote topics
would "relate to water bodies such as the Great Lakes and the larger river
systems, ' and be "appropriate for students in the middle school years." Henry
listed fourteen broad type areas that would be covered in the project's
materials:

1! Water recreation
2! Shipping and shipbuilding industries
3! Uses of water and the effect of water use
4! History of water transportation
5! Food resources of lakes and rivers
6! Evolution of lakes and rivers
7! Ecosystems of lakes and rivers
8! Lakes and rivers as political boundaries
9! Lakes and rivers as energy sources

10! Aesthetic and cultural resources of lakes and rivers
11! Mineral resources of lakes and rivers
12! Land and water management of lakes and rivers
13! Lakes and rivers as wilderness areas
14! Human geography of lakes and rivers

Each topic would be the focus in one or more activity packages consisting of
one to three days of instruction for students. The activities would be usable
by teachers "with a minimum of inservice preparatibn" and use equipment and
materials that were "currently available to most teachers." A teacher guide
would accompany each activity.  Project document!

Henry proposed that each topic would be developed by a three-person team,
consisting of the principal investigator  Henry!, a government, university or
industrial expert on the topic, and a middle school teacher. The principal
i nvestigator and the middle school teacher would be responsible for the
"development and informal classroom teachi ng of each activi ty  formative
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evaluation! and the 'topic expert' will check the accuracy of the material in
the activity. '  Project document!

Henry described the formative evaluation stage as "necessarily informal,
using perhaps as many as three different classes chosen by the development
team as being representative of the intended consumers of the activity." He
listed three sources of evaluation information:

Pre- and post-tests of the cognitive objectives of
the activity. These will be of the multiple-choice
format. Item analysis information will be collected
and items revised and improved and pre- and post-test
forms developed. These items will ultimately be used
in the summative evaluation.

2. Teacher-user feedback. This will take several forms:
a! Narginal notes and comments of student and

teacher materials.
b! Completion of a 'Teacher Feedback form.
c! An audio-tape prepared by the teacher of his

reactions and suggestions.

3. Observations of project personnel during trials ot
the materials.

4. Student feedback. This would consist of a standard
form to which all students would respond with respect
to interest level generated, difficulty of the activity,
etc.

Revisions based on these data would be performed "as often as necessary until
the development team is sati sfi ed that the materials are effective for .
teaching the objectives intended." Henry envisioned producing 20 activities
duri ng the fi rst year of the project and a total of GG by the end of the
proposed three-year development cycle. {Project document!

During the first year of the project, Henry organized an advisory panel
to help generate specific activity topics from his general list and react to
other ideas from Henry or cooperating classroom teachers. Henry selected
teachers based on their work with him in previous projects and identified
others from a series of workshops he was presenting on mari ne education,
Development work was begun on six topics, most involving the geography,
hydrology, and meteorology of the Great Lakes.   Interview notes; Project
publication!

During this period, the development and evaluation procedures that Henry
authored in his proposal were implemented and only slightly modified. The
formative evaluation instruments proved useful. The team approach to the
development and testing of the materials worked well, although the subject
matter expert did not participate unti 1 after the activity had been wri tten
and tested. However, rather than describing .these first-year activities in
detai 1 when Henry served as the sole di rector of the project, the narrative
will instead focus on the period 1978 to 1980 when Henry was joined by Nari'lyn
Simpson as co-director. The development routine Henry established during the
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first year remained intact in later years and development activities after
Simpson arrived differed only in that Henry now had a permanent associate to
share ideas and critique lessons. Other reasons for concentrating on this
later period include the fact that nearly 75% of the activities were completed
after Simpson arrived, and both developers considered the Water Education
project a team venture.

Bui ldi n a Worki n Relationshi

Simpson's faculty assignment at Hiddle University was to split her time
50-50 between teaching education courses and writing for the Water Education
Project. Her previous development experience was limited to some work she had
done for her own junior high teaching and school districts in another state,
None had involved systematic field-testing ar formative evaluation, and she
judged WEP to be "considerably more sophisticated' than her earlier work.
 Interview notes!

Simpson clearly looked to Henry to provide the direction on the team. He
was a full professor with considerable experience in curriculum development
and evaluation had designed this project, and already had one year of experience
in preparing the materials. Henry remembered that, if anything, Simpson was
too deferential. "The first year she was less critical and tended to take my
suggestions as requirements. Hut then she learned better," Henry said. As
Simpson became familiar with the project's routine and gained experience in
writing materials and organizing field-tests, their relationship evolved into
more of an equal partnership.  Interview notes!

Each took full responsibility for certain topics and guided the development
of the lesson activities. Simpson noted that each activity listed one of them
as an author, but the other "passed clearance" on all content. "We brought
different skills into the project. I have a way of writi ng tllat is very
precise and clear in the form of giving instructions. Dick's strength is in
the pedagogical model; he is very creative, very open to new things." The two
worked in offices directly across a hallway and met informally nearly every
day to discuss new ideas, report on classroom observations, and react to
earlier lessons.

Activities were either developed from the ideas af Henry and Simpson or
were based oa teacher-developed lessons. The activities begun by the co-
directors came from Henry's original list of topics in the proposal,
suggestions from the advisory committee, or ideas in books, articles, or
scientific reports. Simpson's idea for the first lesson she developed came
from a popular song, "The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald," about a shipwreck
on the Great Lakes. She had always liked the song  " From the fi rst time I
heard it, I thought this was a teachable moment"!, and the content focus of
the project allowed her to develop her interest into a full-blown instructional
activity on the "Great Lakes Triangle", an area with supposedly mysterious
forces, a la the "Bermuda Triangle."  Interview notes!

They also developed an initial list of objectives to guide their first
draft based on the answers to the questions of "What do we want to teach'?" and
"What do we want kids to learn?" Henry didn't find strict behavioral
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objectives useful  " Their value doesn't outweigh the amount of sweat it takes
to write them"!, and usually found it difficult "to identify objectives when
we wrote them in the cycle at an early spot." But Henry felt that objectives
helped identify "really vital, crucial learning points," and listing them gave
the writing specific direction and provided the basis for the pre- and post-
tests that accompanied each set of acti vities. "By the time you fi nsi hed a
first draft, you d have the objectives. There were some minor changes in them
after the pilot so they could be more precise and better reflect the nature of
the activity."  Interview notes!

After completing the first draft, the author would submit it to the other
co-director for review. Simpson said she critiqued these early drafts on the
"basis of experience and background." She would estimate the length of time
required for the activity to determine if it was too long for middle school
students. Another concern for both Henry and Simpson was that activities not
demand special classroom equipment or require logistical arrangements  such as
field trips! that would make them difficult to implement.  Interview notes!

If an activity was to undergo major changes during its development, those
changes were likely to come during these initial brainstorming and review
sessions. Simpson believed, "Our internal collaboration was responsible for
the most substantial changes. After we got into the field, the changes were
mostly format changes or logistic changes. We couldn't anticipate timing and
logistical problems in the review process. Dick and I tried, but we couldn' t
always do that, but classroom observation helped us there." Despite these
limitations, Simpson estimated that most of the "substantive" changes occurred
during the internal review sessions before the materials went to the field
trial.  Interview notes!

Henry agreed "Once we developed an activity, the basic structure stayed
pretty much the same. I don't reminder that we ever threw an idea out. We
made minor changes explicating the activity better." Henry felt part of the
reason for this was due to the fairly fast, consistent pace of development.
He and Simpson typically had three or four modules in development at one time
at different points in the cycle. The time restrictions and the modest funding
for the project meant that once the general outline of an activity was set,
the authors did not have the opportunities for large-scale revisions. Henry
described these restrictions on the scope of revisions as "blinders." "You
develop blinders in a sense, but that's OK. Brainstorming, reviewing,
reworking is expensive. By and large, I don't think that's effective. What
we' ve done on a modest scale is every bit as effective. We produced as much
with this project as did ESP  the Earth Science Project! with ten times more
money. Blinders can be helpful, economical, keep you on track."  Interview
notes!

When the activity reached a point where the content was well-established,
the primary author would arrange with a middle school teacher to serve as
co-developer and pilot-teacher of the module. The teacher often began the
process of preparing items for the pre- and past-tests. However, both Henry
and Simpson would review these questions and usually write several items
themselves.  Interview notes!

A second approach to the preparation of an activity began with an idea
developed by a teacher. The co-director identified these teachers through
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their masters-level courses at the university, inservice workshops, and Henry' s
contacts with teachers in the public schools. Teachers ~rote up their ideas
and submitted them to Henry or Simpson. Same teachers remained involved in
the development process as Henry or Simpson reworked the original idea, Other
teachers were not asked to participate in the revision process or chose not to
be involved.  Interview notes!

Henry and Simpson approached the teacher-developed activities with the
same criteria they used to judge their own lessons. In addition, they were
concerned with revising lessons to make them usable for other teachers. In
many cases, the original lesson was too narrowly written and not generalizable
beyond the teacher-author's classroom. Lessons also had to be reduced in
length and updated to account for recent research findings. {Interview notes!

Typically, Simpson and Henry did not use the original author as the
pilot-teacher of the lessons. They believed it was essential to test the
activities in another setting in order to determine their success. Simpson
said, "The materials were written to stand alone and by testing them in the
author's classroom, we wouldn't find that out." These pilot-teachers, however,
were not considered co-authors.  Interview notes!

Field Tests

In his original proposal, Henry anticipated involving "as many as three
different classes" representative of the i ntended users of the activi ties i n
the field-tests. In practice, the developers did use three to four classrooms,
but typically they were all taught by the same teacher in the same school.
Thus, each activity was tested by 100 students or more.  Project document;
Interview notes!

Pilot teachers received a pre-. and post-test assessing the content of the
activities. Each test contained approximataly 10 multiple choice items., and
unless an item-analysis of the pre-test indicated major problems with an item,
the pre- and post-tests were identical. These tests also contained three
Likert scale items measuring students' opinion of the material's difficulty,
clarity, and interest.  See Figure 7! Teachers also received an "Activity
Evaluation Form," which asked them to rate the material's difficulty and
interest, and the clarity of the teacher's guide.  See Figure 8! In addition
to the data collected from the forms, Henry or Simpson observed each pilot-
teacher on at least one occasion. Thus, the data collected from each field
test included pre- and past-tests, questionnaires, and observations  Project
document; Interview notes!

The developers felt each of these data sources provided useful information.
But the glue holding the data together cane from their participation with the
complete evaluation process, especially their first-hand contact' with the
pilot classrooms.  Interview notes!

Simpson was firm in her belief that developers also had to be evaluators:

I would always do evaluations myself. You do
curriculum development not just as a function to
produce a product. You do development because you
believe something needs to be taught. Developers
have to ascertain persona! ly that they do that.
They see the light in the kids' eyes.



The project never considered an outside evaluator, but Simpson would have
vetoed the idea anyway. An outside evaluator would not have shared their
"commitment" or "zeal" and would not have been as aware of critical facets of
the program as were she and Henry. Simpson argued,

Even though somebody else would have been objective and
gone through the evaluation steps one-two-three-four,
the thought processes and background and sense of urgency
of getting the job done right would not have been there.
I have a feeling--no, I knaw--you learn better by
experience, and if I were to hear a report or see a
written report, it wouldn't do the same thing for me.
Knowing the kinds of affective results we were looking
for, I can see more observing the classroom process
directly.  Interview notes!

Henry shared Simpson's commitment to the "developer-evaluator" role and
the need to be immersed in classroom activities. He compared the field-testing
procedures in the Water Education Project with the larger Earth Science Project
 ESP!.

ESP was a nationwide expensive test. Pilot-teachers
were representative, but the feedback we got from our
own small group was no different in terms of quality or
being useful. I lost confidence in the need for
large-scale field tests. You must have a developer-
evaluator who works in schools in a daily, regular
basis. We know teachers; we supervise student teachers;
we' re out in the field a lot, and we knaw what kids can
do. Some of these acti vi ties we did the piloting
ourselves. If you have that characteristic, knowledge
of a classroom, a developer can select teachers who can
help you and develop the activity to generalize it. It
also gives yau the confidence to write good materials
and make changes.

Henry's and Simpson's reliance on personal knowledge of the evaluation
pracedures and classrooms to help understand and interpret field"test results
should nat mask their use of the other data they collected. Simpson thought
the test items were most useful in a confi rmi ng role, "assuri ng us the content
was coming through." Henry found the test scores sensitized" him to problem
areas, especially in terms of content acquisition. However, the test results
didn't necessarily explain why the problem was there. Once the item analysis
gave him confidence in the item, Henry would next "relate the test items to
objectives" and look generally at the materials to. see if he could uncover a
weakness i n the instruction aimed at teaching that particular objecti ve.
Henry explained," Maybe the reading level is too high. Maybe the activity
didn't focus on the objective, it just missed the mark. You look at the
teacher's guide. Maybe this is where the change has got to be made. You rely
on observations. Classroom visits can flush out things not on the test.
Somehow or another you ask does the activity handle the objective'?"
 Interview notes!
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The teacher forms and comments were also valuable for Henry, especially
in making procedures more generalizable. Teachers asked for "more information
and better, clearer directions. ' Simpson recalled that teachers provided
useful information about the extent of student involvement across an entire
class. They also reported on the availability of the materials and the ease
of implementing the activities. Simpson recalled making changes in some
lessons based on teacher comments that procedures or logistics were cumbersome.
 Interview notes!

Having just one pilot-teacher per activity did pose some data inter-
pretation problems for Henry and Simpson. Henry recalled the pilot af a
weather activity occurred in a "rather chaotic classroom, and so we weren' t
really sure how well the activity was doing." Simpson felt that in several
trial classrooms the pilot-teacher represented, to some extent, an optimum
user and not a typical teacher. But Simpson continually compared the
performance of the pilot-teacher to her knowledge of other teachers and her
own teaching experience in order to judge whether the materials would work in
different settings. She did not expect the materia1s to be suitable for al1
teachers. "You know intuitively there are teachers wha will never use these
materials. The only thing that will change their routine is a school as-
sembly." But the reliance on her experience and contact with teachers in WEP
workshop settings helped convince Simpson that the materials could be used
successfully beyond the pilot classrooms.

Post-Pilot Revisions

Generally, the activities did not undergo major changes after the pilot-
testing. Henry remembered that by this time "the basic sequence of the activity
was set." A pilot-teacher and co-author of an activity, Elaine Bright, agreed
with Henry's assessment. "The pilot versions and final copy of the activities
I participated in were basically the same," Bright saw more substantive
changes between her original lesson {that she submitted for a Henry workshop!
and the pilot version produced by Henry than between the pilot and the final
copy.  Interview notes!

Simpson recalled revisions that provided mare explanation and background
for teachers and, in some instances, furnished additional content information
for students. question sequences in the student booklets were revised, teacher
guide i nstructi ons improved, and in a few acti viti es, entire lessons were
"scrapped."  Interview notes!

Simpson's changes in her "Great Lakes Triangle" activity were typical of
the scope of revisions and illustrated how evaluation data contributed to the
process. In the original lesson students had to complete three activities,
including designing a Great Lakes ship, forecasting and tracking storms, and
mapping characteristics of lake bottoms. During the field test, Simpson
observed that these three activities took too long and that the students
finished at different times. She revised the activities to make them equal in
length and rewrote the teacher's guide instructions to create three groups of
students, each required to complete only one of the activities.  Interview
notes; Project publication!

A second problem involved an activity in which students plotted the
location of nearly 50 ship and plane disappear ances in the Great Lakes area.
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Simpson's observations of the field-test showed that this activity also took
too much time and was too difficult. "Either the kids couldn't do it, or do
it quickly enough. Watching them struggle with it, I knew it wasn't going to
work." In the final version, the disappearances were printed on the map.
 Interview notes; Project publication!

Henry and Simpson worked separately on their own topics, but they
continued to exchange information and ideas. They each did the final editing
of the other's materials. The teacher-author typically was not involved in
the revision process.  Interview notes!

The revision process involved sifting through a considerable pile of
data. Student workbooks were collected after each field test to assess the
reading level. Students had been asked to circle each word they didn' t
understand. The student test pages and teacher questionnaire forms provided
cues for certain changes. "One hundred forms," remembered Simpson, "and we
went through every one of them trying to see where kids broke down. But we
couldn't have figured it out if we hadn't been there."  Interview notes!

Some data they ignored, Simpson recalled this happened infrequently, but
in a few activities when the teacher comments or the student data indicated a
problem with something "crucial to the rest of the lesson," it was retained in
spite of the results. Henry remembered that if there was a conflict between
what he and a pilot teacher thought was appropriate, he placed his emphasis on
his own experience and judgment. In a simulation game on the War of 1812
originally developed by a teacher-author, Henry felt the activity was too
complex. He cut one-half the role cards and changed some of the game mechanics
to shorten the teaching time. But, "the teacher wanted more role cards. It
took her three weeks to do the lesson. I couldn't see other teachers taking
that long.' Henry wanted to do further revisions, but "it was good enough as
it was, and needed to get out."  Interview notes!

After the instructional sequence was settled and content finalized, the
final step in the revision process involved content reviewers. Henry generally
selected reviewers from the university community who had worked with him on
previous projects. As it turned out, the main contribution of the reviewers
was to confirm the accuracy of the content, rather than suggest major changes.
"We never had any major problems in terms of rewriting," said Henry. He
modified a geography activity based on outside reviews, a sentence here, a
sentence there." Other suggestions included specifying mor e recent data or
different graphics.  Interview notes!

Each final activity included a student booklet and a teacher's guide.
The materials were published by the Sea Grant Office of Middle University and
generally distributed to teachers at workshops. As new activities were written,
they were placed in publication. By 1980, the final year of development, 23
activities had been completed.  See Figure 9! ' Not every activity is exciting,
innovative and dynamic," said Henry. "Some we didn't like very well, and some
we didn't get wildly enthusiastic reviews on, but all of them are good.
Teachers are using them because they are better than anything else."  In-
terview notes!

This assessment was not a criticism of the evaluation methodS the project
employed. Both Henry and Simpson felt their use of different data sources was
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a valuable decision. Henry said, "You have to do different kinds of review.
You have to have feedback from kids. I would like to have had more pilot-
teachers, but I doubt it would have changed the results much.' Simpson would
design a similar formative evaluation component for her next project. "It was
very valuable. Very time-consuming. I tell my students now what all we did,
and they can t believe it. They say they' ll never get done on time. I teI1
them 'you' ll never get a good product if you don' t.'"
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FIGURE 9

Final List of Project Activities

1. The Effect of Lake Erie on Ohio's Temperature
2 ~ The Effect of Lake Erie on Climate
3. Ancient Shores of Lake Erie
4. How to Protect a River
5. Lake Erie and Changing Lake Levels
6. Erosion Along Lake Erie
7. Coastal Processes and Erosion
8, Pollution in Lake Erie: An Introduction
9. Yellow Perch in Lake Erie

10. Evidence of Ancient Seas in Ohio
ll. To Harvest a Walleye
12 ' Oil Spilll
13 ' Shipping on the Great Lakes
14. Geography of the Great Lakes
15. Ohio Canals

16. The Estuary: A Special Place
17. The Great Lakes Triangle
18. Knowing the Ropes
19. Getting to Know Your Local Fish
20. Shipping: The World Connection
21. We Have Met the Enemy
22. It's Everyone's Sea: Or Is It?
23. PCBs in Fish: A Problem?

59
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from the sky

Anyone who has ever kept' tropical fish
knows the importance of maintaining an appro-
priate pH level in an aquarium. Even
goldfish, the hardiest of souls, die when
subjected to very low or very high pH levels.
Since most tropical fish thrive and breed in
a pH range of 6.4 to 7.6 and most of their
microscopic enemies cannot survive in this
range, imagine the effect of a major pH change
on an entire aquatic ecosystem � such as
a lake.

Because of a phenomenon called acid rain,
conditions exist in Canada, the northeastern
United States and northern Europe which are not
unlike those in an unkept aquarium. We can
change an aquarium when the water is fouled.
We cannot, however, change the water in a lake
or stream to keep it from becoming more acidic.

Technically, anything that registers below
7 on the pH scale is acidic. Normal rain,
however, registers 5.6. Accordingly, any
precipitation which registers below 5.6 is con-
sidered acidic. To better understand the

difference between acidic and alkaline  basic!
note the positions of lemon juice and
household ammonia on the accompanying chart.

The same chart indicates that the mean
pH of the Adirondack Lakes in l975 was roughly
4.0. These lakes are crystal clear and support
little or no life. Similar conditions are
found in other affected areas.

Fish such as trout and salmon cannot

withstand low pH levels. The eggs of
these fish are particularly susceptible
to a low pH. Fish, fish-food organisms
and fish eggs are put under a great deal
of stress and are eventually destroyed.
Other animals that depend on a particular
stream or lake for sustenance also dis-

appear, creating "dead lakes."

Acid rain is caused by sulfuric and
nitric oxides emmitted into the atmosphere
from the burning of fossil fuels. The
oxides combine with moisture in the air

to make acids. A few examples of
contributors to the acid rain problem are
steel industries, coal-burning power
plants and automobiles. Air currents
have been shown to carry these noxious
emissions across political and inter-
national boundaries. Emissions originatin~
in Ohio are charged with damaging waters ii
neighboring eastern states as well as in



Canada. Since the Ohio River and Lake Erie's
shores host a number of major industries
which potentially contribute to the acid rain
problem, it is difficult for Ohioans to deny
responsibility. Ho~ever, as long as research
is being conducted some question will remain
as to Ohio's role in the acid rain issue.

Ironically, Lake Erie is not susceptible
to acid rain, although Ohio's industries have
been accused of producing the major components
of acid rain � NOx and SOx. Ohio soils have
a buffering capacity that some surrounding
states lack. Lake Erie is partly surrounded by
limestone rock which neutralizes the acids
that fall in northern Ohio. Other lakes in
both the U,S, and Canada are not as fortunate.
They are nestled in granite and basalt, hard
rocks containing little or no buffering
capacity, which allow acids to seep into the
lakes through bedrock. The same condition
is true in Sweden and other parts of
northern Europe.

The solutions to the acid rain problem
are not simple. On a short-term basis some
areas are rehabilitating lakes by pouring
lime into them. This process is very
expensive and cannot be maintained as a long-
term solution. Liming also changes the
characteristics of the lakes, making them
uninhabitable for many of their original
species. In some parts of the U.S., new
strains of fish are being developed which
are tolerant to acidic conditions.

The only permanent solution to the acid
rain problem is to lower the amount of acid
produced. This could entail drastic changes
in energy use. Ohio, and other areas which
may be contributing to this problem, would
be forced to control use of fossil fuels,
particularly that of high sulfur coal.
Burning this coal contributes to the sulfur-
oxide emissions whichare a large part of
the acid rain problem.

Re earth

in Progress
On January 14 and 15, Middle Sea's editor

Rosanne Fortner visited the Los Angeles
offices of the Cousteau Society. She was
accompanied by Anne Lyon, who is working
with her as a master's degree candidate  n
environmental communications. The two
went for a preview showing of the coming
Odyssey feature entitled "The Warm Blooded
Sea: Mammals of the Deep,"

The program is to be the subject of an
audience research project in which know-
ledge and attitude changes will be examined
among several viewing groups. Rosanne's
earlier studies of students in Virginia
and Ohio showed that those who knew the
most about the oceans were also those who
claimed to have watched the most Cousteau
television specials. Using the Warner
Qube "responding television" capability in
Columbus, the researchers will give pre-
and posttests to see if viewing one of the
specials actually results in a knowledge
gain or attitude change.

At the same time, a study of ninth
graders at Kilbourne School in Worthington
will test whether the program's content fs
absorbed more efficiently when viewed on
television or when taught by the regular
classroom teacher. A parallel project at
Kilbourne will test whether students
accurately identify the information source
when some of the content is presented on
television and some is part of classroom
instruction.

The results of the research should
tell us a great deal about the influence
of documentary programming on the knowledge
and attitudes of viewers. Stay tuned for
the results of these projects, to be
reported in a future issue of Middle Sea.

There are no simple or inexpensive
solutions to this problem. The impact
on our ecosystem will be negative as
long as we continue to use fossil fuels
without controls. It is the respon-
sibility of all concerned to find an
energy solution which is economically,
socially and technologically feasible.

Pat22,cia A. Epsaer,
OSU ZnV22Onmenbal t Ommun2eat2OnS

OEAGLS
Have you seen Ohio Sea Grant's Oceanic Education Activities

for Great Lakes Schools  OEAGlg!? These interdisciplinary
activities vere designed for grades 5-9 and deal with standard
curriculun topics in science, social studies, language arrs and
neth. EaCh $1 aCtivity ie Self Cuntained Snd Cense with e
teacher's guide snd student worhbooh.

Por a free catalog of topics with deecriptione, contact
Ohio Sea Grant Education Progran
The Ohio State University
2S3 Arps Bail
1945 North Sigh Street
Colunbus, Ohio 43210
�14! 422-4121



Three Ripples:

Beginnings of a Wave

The 14 day, 1-credit Sea Grant Work-
shops now being conducted around the state
are meeting with great enthusiasm.
We return from each one glowing with ex-
citement and optimistic about the future
of marine and aquatic education in Ohio.
With the support of the dedicated
educational leaders we have met, the
world of water will begin to receive the
attention needed to develop wise decision
makers where water resources are concerned.

Though all of the workshops follow a
standard format, each one becomes unique
because of its setting and its local
leaders. The first site was Camp
Whitewood, a rustic 4-H camp in the woods
of Ashtabula County. The first big snow
of the season not only heightened the
beauty of the setting but served as a
dramatic example of Lake Erie's effect on
the climate of Ohio.

The second workshop, held at Findlay
College, drew participants from as far
away as Kent. Because of the quality of
our local assistance we were able to

offer some outstanding concurrent sessions.

Our most recent adventure was at the
Lafayette Motor Hotel in Marietta. From a
site overlooking the puncture of the Ohio
and Muskingum Rivers, we presented a
diverse program encompassing Ohio's rivers
and canals as well as Lake Erie and the

oceans. Participants came from West
Virginia as well as Ohio, thanks to the
assistance of Ray Brock, West Virginia
Department of Education.

We look forward to opportunities to
continue building the wave of interest in
marine and aquatic education. Dates and
locations of our future workshops are
shown in "On the Horizon," page 8.

Our sincere thanks to the following
who helped make these three workshops
possible:

Camp Whitewood � Frank Lichtkoppler, Sea
Grant Extension; Nike Varble, Lee
Burneson JHS, Westlake; Joanne Bevaqua,
Grand Valley Middle School, Painesville;
David Strong, Thompson Elementary.

Findlay - Fred Snyder, Sea Grant
Extension; John Kreis, Henry County
Schools; Sandy Sackman, Donnell Junior
High, Findlay, 'Rick Kidwell, Findlay
High School.

Marietta - William Schmitt, Center of
Science and Industry; Dr. Larry Cooper,

ch'Ethel Noland, Fort Fry Vocal Schools;
Claude Davis, Marietta Schools.



Wa ter works

Numerous agencies have recently published materials dealing with ACID
PRECIPITATION. A few of these are reviewed below. There is no charge for them.

Acid Preci itation Awareness is a curriculum development program that has
prepared teaching materials for secondary schools. Interdisciplinary topics
include; The Six Million Dollar Fish, Some Basin Basics, The Better Buffer,
and Am pH!ipods: An Acid Test.

At our last contact these were being distributed free. Order from
Acid Precipitation Awareness, Independent School District 0197, 1037 Bidwell
St., West St. Paul, MN 55118 '

Acid Rain; The Storm is Here - Ohio Edison.
The industrial viewpoint is summarized in this 4-page free publication.

It should be used in con]unction with a publication expressing another
viewpoint. Request from Ohio Edison, 67 W. High, London, OH 43140.

"Acid Prom Heaven," by Susan West. Science News 117: 76-78, February 2, 1980.
A comprehensive overview of the problem in a readable style for high

school to adults. Progress and promise in control methods are outlined.

Acid Rain � U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1980.
This informative document explains the phenomenon of acid precipitation

and discusses its effects on such things as climate, aquatic ecosystems,
and soil systems. Possible sources of acid rain are reviewed and the legal
issues surrounding clean air are presented.

Single copies from: Center for Environmental Research Information,
U.S. EPA, Cincinnati, OH 45268.

Acid Rain � Environment Canada, 1981.
In this brief evaluation of the North American acid rain problem,

suspected pollutants are identified and their various effects summarized.
Especially stressed are the contributions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides to air pollution by Canada and the U.S., particularly the latter.

Available from! Enquiry Centre, Information Directorate, Department
of the Environment, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OH3.

Downwind � The Acid Rain Star � Environment Canada, 1981.
Terming acid rain both "deadly pollution" and an "ominous threat,"

Environment Canada offers in this booklet a somewhat emotional overview of
the situation. It does contain some nice photographs, and much of the
text is gleaned from interviews with scientists, government officials
and journalists.

Available from: Information Directorate, Environment Canada, Ottawa,
Canada, KlA OH3.

The Canadian consulate in Cleveland distributes other materials as
well. Contact the consulate at 55 Public Square, Cleveland, OH 44113.



WORKSHOP SPINOEFS
Barry Moore teaches math and algebra at Kennedy Junior High in Newark. As his project

for one of last year's marine and aquatic education workshops, he developed the following
ideas for his math classes.

Applications of mathematics can be found in many different fields of study. For exam-
ple, one can find examples of mathematics being used in art, geography, history, music,
social studies, science, etc. The study of Marine and Aquatic Education is na exception.
Here one can find examples of applications of mathematics also.

In teaching algebra, Barry makes up his own word problems which relate to marine and
aquatic education. For example, in rate-time-distance problems, problems can deal with
traveling from one point to another by means of water, as in OEAGLS "Geography of the Great
Lakes." This type of problem can also help in the teaching of vector-addition and vector-
subtraction. In most mathematics textbooks, word problems involving airplanes are used to
teach working with vectors. The same concept can be taught using a person swimming in the
water, or a boat in the water, because the student must be aware af the differences in
traveling with or against the stream to solve the problems. Another example is to consider
crossing a fast moving strea~. Here, one might aim the boat upstream to land at a paint
exactly across the stream. Here the student would be relating mathematics ta a marine or
aquatic situation.

Barry also recannnends use
of the "Fishwiteh" art activity
 Middle Sea, January 1979! in
teaching. This can be set up at
an extra desk in the classroom. a ~~~i
After students have finished

classroom work, then they can
on a voluntary basis do the
fishwitch. This activity gives
practice in following directions Sa g
in a numerical sequence. Barry
plans to make up different pic- / Q
tures of fish, ships, etc., that
give a result similar to the
fishwitch. Instead of just going ~gf
in a numerical sequence, he would
make up problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division. The only lines to be MfRP

traced would be the ones repre- o P7 ~~senting the answer of the ~~ W> ' P~
mathematical problem. ~do

Kennedy Junior High has a resource and study lab for students working on special proj-
ects. "To Harvest A Walleye" would be a good game to put into the lab ta help students
practicing their addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. The students would
become acquainted with a biomass pyramid and gain a better understanding of how the differen
organisms are related to each other in a food web, all while practicing their mathematics.
Yellow Perch In Lake Erie" is another game that involves the students in practicing their

basic math processes. While using this game, a student can become familiar with the life
cycle of the yellow perch, and with the factors that affect the perch population during its
life cycle.

As a group project, the students who have played the games can do more research on the
main topics and give an oral report to the class. Hopefully, this will stimulate more
interest in other students to become involved in the game projects.

Finally, using OEAGLS "Erosion Along Lake Erie," students find distances, average dis-
tances, recession rates, surface areas, cliff heights, volume, and losses due to erosion
along the lake. In Barry's own words, "There seems to always be room for new ways of
teaching mathematics. The marine and aquatic approach may be an interesting one for the
students." Our thanks to Barry Moore far sharing his ideas with us.



ORGANISMS IN A BOTTLE

One of the learning centers we use in the introductory session of our workshops
was developed by Texas ASM Sea Grant's Education Program. This makes an ideal rainy
recess or "finished early" activity for elementary schools, especially if several are
available and have different kinds of pictures: marine mammals, coastal invertebrates,
Lake Erie fish, shore birds, and even historic ships  if you want to start some
non-organism bottles!.

Preparation:

�! Cut a slit 14 inches wide by 2Q inches long in the edge of a plastic 1-gallon
milk pug.

�! Cut 5 x 8 note cards into a T-shape, thus:

�! On the wide top of each T, place a picture of an aquatic animal or plant. We
used some stamps from a Golden Book and others from the National Wildlife
Federation. For pictures of Lake Erie fish, order our "Getting to Know Your
Local Fish" activity. Ordering instructions are on page 2.

�! Across the narrow stem of each T, write the name of the organism pictured.

�! Place the cards in the milk !ug slit so that the names of the organisms can be
seen when you look into the neck of the bottle.

�! Make a wavy frame from corrugated cardboard to hold the milk jug in the
position shown.

Directions:

Look at the picture on the front card. Do you know the name of the sea animal shown?
Check your answer by looking in the neck of the bottle.

Move the front card to the back of the set and try to name the rest of the animals.
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SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES

FRIENDS OF STONE LAB

The Ohio Sea Grant Education Pro ram

will offer a two-week workshop for teachers
in grades 5-9, taught by Vic Mayer and
Rosanne Fortner. The course will meet

on weekday mornings, June 14-25, in the
education building at the Cincinnati
Zoo. There is no tuition charge for
the 4 quarter hours of graduate credit
to be earned, but we require a field trip
and materials fee of $30. Details are
incomplete but will be announced in the
spring issue. If you !ust can't wait,
contact the Ohio Sea Grant Education

Office at �14! 422-4121.

On the Columbus campus of Ohio State
University, the same instructors will offer
a five-week, three credit course entitled
"Marine and A uatic Education." The
course will feature content, materials
and methods for teaching about the oceans
and Great Lakes, plus a full day's field
trip to Lake Erie. Participants should
register for either ED 614 or NRE 614 to
receive credit in the College of
Education or the School of Natural

Resources. Regular tuition charges apply.

International Field Studies, a non-
profit organization headquartered in
Columbus, Ohio will be offering a two-
week credited course in marine biology
for high school science teachers this
summer. The course will be taught at
the organization's field station located
on Andros Island, Bahamas. For more
information, contact Dwane Grace,
International Field Studies, Inc.,
Capital University, Columbus, OH 43209.

New York Sea Grant. needs 100 stu-

dents, ages 12-17, for a camp on Long
Island Sound, July 26-30. A Sea Grant
supervised staff of 15 will lead the camp.
Cost is $100 plus transportation which
campers must provide. Contact Dave Greene,
NYS Sea Grant, 21 S. Grove St ~ , East
Aurora, NY 14052, for more information.

SEA International, offers a course
in marine ecology and field study designe
for high school and college science
teachers. The course is taught by
marine scientists and carries four grad-
uate credits, It will be held July 13-
24, 1982, at the Caribbean resort of
Puerto More'llos, Yucatan, Mexica. For
details contact Jere Hallenbeck, SEA
International, 1425 Erie Blvd' E.,
Syracuse, NY 13210. The toll-free
number  outside New York state! is
800-448-5521.

Stone Laborator of OSU will conduct

its regular summer sessions on Gibraltar
Island to provide graduate credit in
biological sciences. First term is June
21-July 24; second term July 26-August 28
All inquiries concerning admission,
counseling, financial aid, and registra-
tion should be directed to: Dr. Ronald

L. Stuckey, Associate Director, The
Ohio State University, Department of
Botany, 314 B & Z Building, 1735 Neil
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

NOTE: The National Audubon Society
offers scholarships of $100 to $200 to
help young people  including you!! take
advantage of learning opportunities in
the summer. Applications are available
by sending a stamped, self-addressed
410 envelope to: Scholarship Committee,
National Audubon Society Expedition
Institute, RFD 1, Box 149B, Lubec, ME
04652.

This new organization is looking
for people who have studied, taught
or served on the staff at Stone Lab.
They are developing a newsletter and
planning a Homecoming for August 7.
If you are one of the people described
above, please send your name and
address to Friends of Stone Lab, The
Ohio State University, 484 W. 12th
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210.



The Ohio State University
283 Arps Hall
1945 N. High Street
Columbus, OH 43210

Course Directory
Available

The Education Program of Ohio Sea Grant

Marine and A uatic Courses in Ohio Institutions

of Hi her Education. The 58-page book contains
descriptions of courses in many disciplines,
grouped by institution and by sub]ect area.
For most institutions the name of a contact

person is also supplied in case further
information is desired.

We feel that this book will be a useful

reference for high school counselors, students,
and faculty who may be planning courses in
marine and aquatic areas. It can be obtained
by writing to: The Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program, 1945 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio
43210. There is a $3.00 charge to cover costs
of reproduction and handling.

Three regional one-credit workshops
remain in this year's schedule:

Feb. 10-11 Wittenberg University,
Springfield

Mar. 11-12 OSU Mansfield Campus
Mar. 22-23 University of Cincinnati

We will also conduct a three-credit

workshop for inservice teachers of grades
5-9 during spring. The class will meet
every Wednesday from 4:30-7:00 p.m. at
Brookpark Middle School in the Southwestern
City School District, Grove City. Class
begins on March 24 and continues through
June 2, with an all-day field trip on
Saturday, May 22.

If you are a teacher, administrator or
educator in a nonformal setting and would
like to enroll in any of these workshops,
please contact the Ohio Sea Grant Education
Program at the address given in the box
above. There is a nominal registration fee
for the workshops, but no tuition charge
is made.
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Ohio gea Grmt

OEAGLS

Development Staff

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORSt OSU faculty reePonsible
for vriting and revision of inveatigationa

ASSISTANTS: teacher traineee who eeeiet in acti-
vity developnent and dieeeaination

CLASSROOH TltACHERS: developnent of nateriale

CONTENT EXPERTS: evaluation of content' of
invee tigatione

The developnent of theee neteriale vae funded
by the Sea Grant Progren of the National Oceanic
and Atnoepheric Adninietration, the College of
Education and the center for Lake Erie Area Neaearch
of the Ohio Stat ~ Univereity.

Charlee E. Herdendorf, Direoecr
Victor J. Haver, Education Progren

Coordinator

Results of studies of student
knowledge about the oceans and Great
Lakes environments indicate a need
far greater awareness of those
environments and a greater under-
standing of the impact they have upon
the lives of people in the Midwest.
OEAGLS  pronounced "eagles" ! are
designed to take a concept or idea
from the existing school curriculum
and develop it in an oceanic and
Great Lakes context, using teaching
approaches and materials appropriate
for children in grades five through
nine,

be easily integrated into existing
curricula, Investigations are
characterised by:

� subject matter compatible
with existing curriculum
topics,

� short activities, 1-3 class
periods long,

� minimal preparation time,
~inimal equipment needs,
--standard. page size for easy

duplication,
� student workbook plus teacher

guide,
� suggested extension activities

for further information or
creative expression,

� teachability demonstrated by
use in Iniddle school classrooms,
and

� content accuracy assured by
critical reviewers.

Single copies of investigations
are available at a cost of $1.00 for
each investigation, plus $1.00 per
order for postage and handling.



Description of

Investigltions

THE EFFECT OF LAKE ERIE ON OHIO'S TENPERATQRE  EP 1!

Differences in heat absorption and release by
soil and water shaw how lakes and oceans
moderate lend temperatures. Laboratory and
map activities.

Science, geqgraphy.

THE EFFECT OF LAKE ERIE ON CLI'NATE  EP 2!

Effect of temperature an movement of airt land
snd sea breezes and how they influence climate
and economy near large bodies af water.
Demonstration and graphi.ng activities.

Science, geography,

ANCIENT SHORES OF LAKE ERJE  EP-3!

Beach ridges slang Che lake are evidence of
former lake Levels related ta glaciation.
Characteristics of ridges make them valuable
for human uses. Nap study.

Science, geography, history.

How TO PRQTEcT A RlvER  KP-4!

River characteristics are compared with standards
for water quality and development. I decisio
is made e I
scenic or recreational. Nap study, data usage.

Science, social studies.

LAKE ERIE AND CHANGING LAKE LEVELS  EP-5!

Causes and effects af lake level fluctuatians
lead to a study of problems involved in
regulating lake Levels. Iabaratory and graph
interpretation.

Science, sacial studies.

EROSION ALONG LAKE ERIE  EP 6!

Determination of recession rate slang a shoreline
using maps and aerial photas. Effect of coastal
erosion on property. Nap study, calculaCions.

Mathematics, science, social studies.

COASTAL PROCESSES AND EROSION  EP-1!

Processes involved in coastal erosion and the
effect of erasion an different shore maCerials.
Shore pratection devices and hew they work-
Laboratory.

Science.

POLLUTION IN LAKE ERIEa AN INTRODUCTION  EP-8!

I, 1910 essay is used ta illustrate haw to read
skillfully and critically for facts abouC water
quality in the lake. A current �980! at icle
updates and clarifies. Reading activity.

Language arts, science.

YELLOW PERCH IN LAKE ERIK  EP-9!

Inttaductian to fish life cycle and factors
affecting population siss, used as background
for role-play of setting fisheries management
policy. Extended to policies for 200-mile
limit. Board game and simulation.

Science, social studies, mathematics.

EVIDENCE OF ANCIENT SEAS IN OHIO  EP-10!

Ohia rocks and minerals give evidence af the
~ eas that formerly covered the state. Lacatio.'4
of economic deposits af minerals are stud rd.
Laboratory and map study.

Science, geography

To HARvEBT I NALLEYE  EP-11!

Basic concepts o! foad chains, webs and pyramids
with environmental factors and energy transfer.
Desitability of using lawer trophic levels or
human food. Board game and extensions.

Science, mathematics.

OII. SPILL.'  EP-12!

Sources of ail in water environments and methods
for oil spill clean-up. Effect of oil an aaua='
life. Labaratory and graphing activities.

Science, sacial studies.

SHIPPING ON THE G~~T LAKEs  EP-13! �.

Coaeerce between lake ports illustrates
regianal products and needs. Cost and energy
efficiency of carga transport methods. Data
analysis.

Geography, mathematics.

GEOGRAPHY OF THE GREAT LAKES  EP-14!

Location and importance of Great Lakes areas.
Distance-raCe-time problems and area, perimeter,
volume determinatians. Nap study and laboratory

Geography, mathematics, science.

OHIO CANALS  EP-15!

Effects of canal building on the papulation and
economy of cities. Canal rautes are platted, a..
life on canal boats is revealed through a song.
Map study. data interpretation.

Geography, history.



ORDER FORM

Pleaie send copies of the student and
teacher guide for the materials checked
below'

ZNVESTZGATZON

EP-17EP-9

EP-10 EP-18EP-2

EP-13

EP ]4 EP-22

EP-15 EP-23

EP-16

Please add nry name to the mailing
list for Middle Sea  quarterly
newslet ter--no char~-.� --- � �-

Total number of investigations

Geography, Duplication costs x 1.00

Subtotal =

Postage and handling + 1.00

Total order =

Please enclose check or purchase order
to Ohio Sea Grant Education Program.

Name

Address

Mail to: Ohio Sea Grant Education Offici

283 Arps Hall
1945 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Science, social studies.

B-3

THE ESTUARY, A SPECIAL PLACE  EP-18!

Computer map shows land use around estuary
Simulated sampling technicues reveal life iozms
in and around water. Influence of people ~
activities considered, "Dry lab" data analysis.

Science, social studies, mathematics.

THE GREAT LAKES TRIANGLE  EP-17!

Explores logical explanations for mysterious
loss of the Edmund FLts erald and other crafts
in the Great a es. one ers ship construction,
storm tracking and uncharted reefs. Map study,
weather station models, contour map construction,

Geography, science, language arts, music.

KHOWING THE ROPES  EP-18!

How zopes are made, what makes them strong, how
they are  and were! used on ships. Influence of
the sea on language. Laboratory activities.

Science, history, Language arts, art.

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR LOCJQ FISH  EP-19!

Construction and use of a dichotomous key to
families of fish in Lake Erie. Creative art
and writing about the origin of fish names.

Science, art, language arts.

SHIPPING: THE WORLD CONNECTION  EP-20!

Countries represented by ships using the Port
of Toledo indicate the Great Lakes' importance
in world trade. How locks wozk to move vessels
through the lakes. Laboratozy, map study.

WE HAVZ MET THE EHmr  EP-21!

The War of 1812 in the Northwest, its causes,
the role of Lake Erie, and the factors important
in winning the war. Board simulation, analysis
of original documents.

History  High School Level!

IT'S EVERYONE'S SEA; OR IS ITT  EP-22!

Characteristics of the ocean floor and how
international boundaries are determined.
Simulation of the Law of the Sea conference.
Map study, role-play.

Social studies, science, history.

PCBs IH FISH: A PROBLEMS  EP-23!

PCBs in Lakes Erie and Ontario and the
degzee to which they affect consumption
of fish. Simulation of state health

olicies. Graph construction and
aboratory-demonstration.

EP-7

EP-8

EP-1,1

EP-12

EP-3.9

EP-20

EP-21
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AUTHOR

Diane Cantrell

The author began her car~r as a French and English teacher.

She provided her students many interesting and worthwhile activities

using the rich learning resources of the environment. These suc-

cessful environmental education experiences led to extensive graduate

studies in environmental education, teacher education, and curriculum

development. Diane has developed a special interest in the global

imp'lications of environmental issues and how classroom teachers can

improve their skills in this critical area of elementary and secondary

education.
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FOREMORD

Marine and aquatic education has been a part of the curriculum in

Ohio elementary and secondary schools for many years. Teachers and

students have investigated ponds and streams, read about the early

world explorers, studied the complexities of world trade and have been

tuned in to such contemporary maritime happenings as the sinking of

Ed d ~ltd t k f t i1 ~T~C

This occasional paper is offered to Ohio educators to stimulate

creative activities and thereby prov~de students an even deeper

understanding and appreciation of the world of water.

The Ohio Department of Education is pleased to be cooperating with

Ohio Sea Grant to bring to elementary and secondary students an increased

awareness and understanding of marine and aquatic education.

The Office of Environmental Education invites and encourages comments

on this paper.
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MATER IN THE WORLD

Few of us realize to what extent we depend on the world of water

in our daily lives. Every time we bite into a cream-filled cupcake,

eat an ice cream cone, paint a wall or brush our teeth we are using a

seaweed derivative which helps to maintain a creamy texture. When we

feed our pet or eat a drumstick, we are benefiting from the use of fish

meal in animal foods.

Oil is only one item for our cars which is shipped by water from

overseas. The raw materials and parts for a single car come from over

70 different nations �: 25!. Consequently, the production and cost of

land transportation are closely tied to the water transportation system.

Because of Lake Erie's effect on weather, the residents of Paines-

vil'le, Ohio, have to shove'1 more inches of snow than the people living

in Toledo. Even our language ref1ects the impact of' water. Today' s

meanings for "making ends meet," "mind your p's and q's," or "skyscraper"

bear little resemblance to their original maritime contexts.

The Limits to Water

A lack of awareness of our daily ties to water would pose little

problem if we had unlimited quantities of water for domestic, industrial

and agricultural use. But we do not. We are deceived by the vastness

of the water world. Long before photographs from space showed the earth

as a bluish marble, children were learning in school that three-fourths

of our planet is covered by water. Few learn, however, that oceans,

ice caps, and glaciers constitute 99.35 percent of that water  8: 11!.
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While the frozen water and the oceans are .important in our lives, it

is the remaining 0.65 percent which we use more directly for day-to-

day activities.

Here lies another misconception. The limited amount of water

would pose little problem if rain and rivers brought new water. Hut

the earth is a closed system. There is essentially the same amount of

water today as there was three billion years ago; we continue to use

it over and over again. As we turn on the faucet in the morning to make
I

a cup of coffee or mix orange juice, we assume that the water is safe to

drink. Although we may know that it came through the local water treat-

ment plant or filtered through the ground to our well, we seldom think

beyond our local resources; yet, we should. As Anderson explains,

The water you drank this morning fell as rain on Lake
Michigan two weeks ago. Three months prior to that the
water was evaporating from a 1ake in central Asia. Two
months prior to that it was part of the water a Korean
mother was using to bathe her infant daughter. Now you
have used it to satisfy your thirst. Two hours from now
it will leave you as urine and two months later it may be
part of a summer rain falling on the streets of Paris �:29!.

Where was it before Korea and where wi 11 it go after Paris?

Pushin<u the Limits

We live in a global society which is pushing the limits of water

through growth and demand. Increases in population, shifts in population

from inland to coastal areas and rising consumption have led to increasing

demands for water and water resources. Since water is limited in quantity

and recycled, efforts to keep up with human needs have often resulted in

detrimental impact on the water environment.
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For example, increasing demands for food may lead to water shortages

due to irrigation. Lowered water quality because of soil, fertilizer and

pesticide run-off and the depletion of fish populations due to over-

harvesting also produce negative impacts. This in turn will affect the

physical, sociological and economic well-being of people in the future.

Other demands for water and water resources  e.g. energy, recreation,

natural resources, transportation, defense! lead to similar repercussions.

When the negative effects appear obvious or dramatic, some people

may only express concern while others may take action to correct the

problem. This is often the case, for instance, when people see oil

covered birds dying as a result of an oil spill or blowout. However,

the gradual deterioration of the water envi ronment goes unnoticed by

most. For example, more oil enters the oceans from improperly disposed

waste oil from automobile crank cases and machines than from oil spills

or blowouts. �:286!. The run-off of petroleum chemicals from automobiles

and other land sources is approximately 24 times as great as petroleum

pollution from offshore drilling �:l3!. In addition, this less visible

pollution often impacts more on the water environment since it usually

affects the most productive area of the ocean, the coastal zone.

~Pi t Li

Our existence depends upon careful, planned use of oceanic and fresh

water resources. However, we are hindered in our efforts to protect and

responsibly use the water environment by a lack of awareness about our

daily dependence on water, limited knowledge about this important life

support system and lack of understanding about how society affects the water
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environment. The quality and quantity of future water resources depends

upon correcting these deficiencies, Marine and aquatic education repre-

sents one effort to address this very difficult and complex task.

AN OVERVIEW OF MARINE AND AQUATIC EDUCATION

Marine and aquatic education evolved from the science education

movement which was spurred by the launching of Sputnik I and the envi-

ronmental movement which was marked by Earth Day in 1970. The scope and

goals of marine and aquatic education encompass much more than its roots

indicate.

Dimensions of Marine and ~A uatic Education

art, music, literature, heritage
oil, coal, wind, waves, tides, hydro,
solar, thermal, nuclear
pollution, development, over-use
lakes, ponds, rivers, swamps, estuaries,
seas, oceans

explorers, wars, shipbuilding, shipwrecks
wind, waves, currents, tides, erosion, coastal
processes, crustal evolution
physical, chemical
fishing, boating, swimming
shipping, world trade, canals, ports,
imports/exports
domestic, industrial, agricultural
temperature, precipitation, wind directions

Culture:
Energy Sources:

Human Impact:
Marine 5 Fresh Water Ecology:

Maritime and Naval History:
Physical Forces:

Properties of water:
Recreation:

Transportation and Commerce:

Uses of Water:
Weather and Climate:
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Much of our daily life is dependent upon water. Marine and aquatic

education must reflect this fact. The following list indicates some of

the various dimensions of marine and aquatic education. It is not intended

as a comprehensive outline but rather as a stimulus in thinking about the

broad scope of marine and aquatic education.



Efforts to educate people about the world of water should include

these and other elements and how they relate to ecological, political,

economic, sociological and techno log i cal concerns.

Dfi i i d~0b'

With the foregoing material as a background, the question becomes,

What is marine and aquatic education? Goodwin and Schaadt �:6! wrote

one of the most accepted definitions:

Marine and aquatic education is that part of the total
educational process which enables people to develop a
sensitivity to and a general understanding of the role
of the seas and fresh water in human affairs and the
impact of society on the marine and aquatic environments.

The primary objectives of marine and aquatic education are:

* to develop a public which is aware of and knowledgeable
about the proper use, protection and conservation of
the oceans, coastal zones and fresh water resources
and,

* to motivate people to take part in decisions affecting
the sea and fresh water.

The major intent, therefore, is not. to produce a nation of marine

biologists, oceanographers or hydrologists, but to develop a citizenry

which is "marine literate."

The above explanation raises three important points. First, by

using the term "marine and aquatic education," the definition addresses

the total water system. The popular term "marine education" fails to

explicitly include fresh water along with salty  marine! water. In

reality most marine educators include both; however, the major focus

usually remains on the marine environment.



Second, the emphasis on the "total educational process" indicates

that this is not restricted to formal education. Aquariums, zoos,

nature centers and other environmental education centers offer many

nonforma1 opportunities for the general public as well as students to

participate in marine and aquatic education experiences. Organizations

and governmental agencies provide programs, materials and assistance.

In addition, the mass media help to increase awareness and knowledge

through news coverage, television seria1s, feature articles and pro-

ductions, public service announcements, and specialized publications.

Finally, the use of the word "education" emphasizes that this is

not a course, subiect area or discipline. Within formal education,

marine and aquatic education must shed its image as science or marine

science and become a theme which permeates the total curriculum.

Students who read Mobs O~eh or Pagao, write a report about the War of

1812, create their own fish recipes, estimate the average number of

organisms in an estuary, sing sea chanteys, draw their favorite marine

animal or investigate the effect of Lake Erie on climate are all

involved in marine and aquatic education.

FORl4NL EDUCATION

Although many individuals and organizations support marine and

aquatic education through nonformal approaches, most of the emphasis

and efforts focus on formal education, beginning in kindergarten and

continuing through post secondary work. fdarine. and aquatic'
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education does not take the form of a course but rather that of a theme

which draws upon appropriate methods and materials to comp1ement and

enhance existing educational goals and curricula. The following

discussion first demonstrates how marine and aquatic education helps

to meet the goals of environmental education and general education and

then describes ways in which it can be incorporated into the existing

curriculum.

Environmental Education

The basic aims of environmental education are to help individuals

understand the biological, physical, social, economic and political

dimensions of the natural and built environments and acquire the knowledge,

skills and values to make responsible decisions related to the future

quality of the environment. As one component of environmental education,

marine and aquatic education helps to meet these goals in two ways.

First, water-related issues of concern to marine and aquatic edu-

cation cannot be separated from concerns of other major components of

environmental education. For example, the alternative energy sources

studied in energy education a11 deal with water either directly  e.g.

tides, waves, ocean thermal! or indirectly  e,g. nuclear, wind, solar!.

When world hunger is discussed in population studies, the misconception

of the oceans as the future panacea for food and water shortages must

be corrected. Pollution-related activities must indicate the limitations

of ocean dumping and the dangers of improperly designed 1andfills.

Second, marine and aquatic education focuses on one of the major
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life support systems- water � and its interrelationship with the other

systems- air, soil and life. Environmental education addresses all

four equally.

General Education

In a similar way, both environmental education and marine and

aquatic education help to achieve the goals of general education.

Mhile people do not always agree on what constitutes these goals,

the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development published

the following list �.9-12! which represents one view of current thinking

in this area. It may be used to demonstrate how marine and aquatic

education contributes towards meeting many of the educational goals of

general education.

Goals of General Education

1. Basic skills
2. Self-conceptua1ization
3. Understanding others
4. Using accumulated knowledge to interpret the world
5. Continuous learning
6. Mental and physical well-being
7. participation in the economic world of production

and consumption
8. Responsible societal membership
9. Creativity

l0. Coping with change

These goals, or similar ones suggested by other educators, are

inherent in the primary objectives of marine and aquatic education identi-

fied in the preceeding section. In order for individuals to become aware

of and knowledgeable about the water environment and its related issues,

they must learn and practice basic skil]s, use accumulated knowledge to

interpret the world, and cope with changes in the water environment,



especially those that result from human impact. In order for individuals

to take part in decisions affecting the sea and fresh water, they must

understand how each person's decisions affect everyone else, exhibit

responsible societal membership, and understand how their participa-

tion in the economic world of production and consumption affects the

present and future water environment. Both of these maj or marine and

aquatic education objectives require lifelong learning.

!n this way, the goals of marine and aquatic education correspond

closely to those of general education. Consequently, marine and aquatic

education efforts may readily complement existing curricula designed to

meet the goals of general education.

M i dpi Ed«i i « ~f'

Because of the interrelatedness of marine and aquatic education

with general education and environmental education, it is reasonable to

ask if we need another kind of education, especially when the field is

already deluged with so many others  e.g. consumer education, g1obal edu-

cation, citizenship education, career education!. The answer would be no

if any educational efforts were adequately meeting the need for marine

and aquatic education but they are not. Presently, schools appear to

emphasize the importance of land over water as evidenced by a notable

lack of water related examples, activities, units and courses in

the existing curriculum.  >later seems to be taken so much for granted

that we fail to perceive the importance of it in the curriculum.
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Marine and aquatic education uses a var iety of approaches for

incorporating water-related information, ideas and concerns into the

curriculum. These may be broadly identified as the example approach,

activity or unit approach, mu1tidisciplinary theme approach, and

specific courses. Since teaching styles, curriculums, and philosophies

differ, educators may find one method more appropriate than another.

In the end, a combination of these may lead to the best results.

Mith the ~exam le ~a roach, teachers use water-related examples in

place of or in addition to some of the land-oriented ones to teach the

same skills or concepts. For instance, instead of adding and subtracting

bushels of apples math students may be asked to add and subtract baskets

of fish. Or they could solve story problems about fuel efficiency or

distance-time rates of water transportation. For English, grammar exercises

could contain sentences about water. Reading selections could include poems,

stories, books and other pieces with water themes or settings. These

kinds of substitutions and additions can easily be made in many subjects

to increase awareness about marine and aquatic ideas without detracting

from the teaching objectives of the discipline.

With the ~activit or unit ~a roach, the teacher uses one or more

marine and aquatic education activities or lessons to enhance and expand

upon an existing water-related idea or topic. As students study transpor-

tation systems in Ohio and their impact on the state's development, they

might construct a model of a lock system or use. a water drainage map to

decide where they would have located Ohio's canals. In a wor ld history

class, they could complete a unit on the role of the oceans in the spread
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of civilization. The activity or unit approach increases awareness,

knowledge and understanding by deliberately teaching about water as

it relates to the subject area.

Ntt I ~1i i i i ur

skills and content information from severa1 disciplines to investigate

a theme or topic. This method lends itself well to both ind~vidual

and team teaching. Students studying an estuary, for example, would

draw upon science, math, social studies and English as they use a

water testing kit, calculate averages or percentages, read a topographica1

or aerial map, interview local people  hunters, fishers, industrialists!,

use dichotomous keys and field guides, read local newspapers for evidence

of land use conflicts, and observe and record signs of animals. An

individual teacher can lead this kind of study or a team of teachers

might coordinate a study of the oceans. Far example, students in an

English class could read Pearl Buck's "The Big Nave" as they study the

physical forces of water in a science class, debate coastal zone manage-

ment issues in a social studies class, calculate the rate of erosion

along the coastline in math class and draw seascapes in art class. By

drawing upon several disciplines, students not on1y use a variety of

skil'ts and information but they also gain a more comprehensive understanding

of the world of water.

Finally, some schools and teachers prefer ~s ecific courses on a marine

related topic  e.g. oceanography, literature of the sea! or a one-time

marine education week. While these contribute to the efforts of marine

and aquatic education, they fail to include it as an integral part of the
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total educational process as is possible with the example, activity,

and multidisciplinary theme approach.

Regardless of the approaches used to incorporate marine and aauatic

education into the existing curriculum, the success of any effort depends

heavily upon teachers. Most educators have neither the time nor the

resources to develop their own programs in marine and aquatic education.

Fortunately, Ohio has many resources so that teachers do not have to

"reinvent the keel."

PEOPLE, PLACES AND MATERIALS

Ohio has many organizations, aqencies and institutions which provide

a variety of services to educators including resource and curriculum

materials, planning assistance, teacher education programs and field

trips. Some of these relate to water in general while others empha-

size places, topics or issues of special interest to Ohioans. For

addresses and other sources of information, assistance and resource

materials not listed be1ow, see the appendices.

Ohio Sea Grant

Ohio Sea Grant is part of the National Sea Grant Program, which is

a federal program committed to the better understanding, use, management,

and protection of the resources of the seas and the Great Lakes. Similar

to other state sea grant programs, Ohio Sea Grant has three components:

research which investigates resource and management problems of Lake Erie

and other water bodies; advisory services which convey these research

findings to the public; and education which provides resource informa-

tion and assistance to educators.
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The Ohio Sea Grant Education Office directed the development and

production of Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools

 OEAGLS--pronounced "eagles" !. These 23 classroom activities for

grades 5-9 cover a variety of topics including world shipping, oi'l

spills, erosion, and the Great Lakes triangle. While many activities

are science oriented, other subject areas included are geography, social

studies, math, language arts, history, art and music. These al'low students

to better explore the economic, political, socia'l, scientific and techno-

logical dimensions of the role of the Great Lakes and oceans in Ohio.

Activity units usually take two to three class periods to complete.

Materials include a teacher's guide and a student workbook which may be

duplicated. In addition to the OEAGLS activities, the office distributes

a quarterly newsletter entitled Middle Sea, conducts teacher workshops

and courses, sponsors resource centers at three locations  Ohio State

University, Howling Green State University, University of Cincinnati! and

provides consu1tation services.

Similar services are available from other Great Lakes sea grant pro-

grams. In particular, the Michigan Sea Grant Curriculum group has developed

materials tit1ed "Great Lakes Curriculum for Middle Schoo1s. ' These are

comprised of five individual units: The Sea Lamprey in the Great Lakes,

Great Lakes Fishing in Transition, Mater guality, Great Lakes Urban Com-

munities and Great Lakes Shipping, Complete units may take 10-30 class

periods but most of the individuaI activities take one to three class

periods. Materials include filmstrips and tapes, slides, simulation

games, board games, wall maps and student material s for duplication.
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Dli ~B« fEd«i .Off' tE i !Ed

For over 41 years, an environmental education consultant has provided

assistance to Ohio teachers in elementary, secondary and teacher education.

Curriculum and resource materials, consultation services, and pre- and in-

service teacher programs focus on one or more of the interdisciplinary

themes included within the broad scope of environmental education  e.g.

energy, population, food, land use planning, ecology, conservation!.
Since marine and aquatic education is also a component of environ-

mental education, the Office of Environmental Education consultant has

been federally designated as the marine education coordinator for the State

of Ohio. In addition to the previously mentioned services, this person

also co-directs several of the Ohio Sea Grant projects.

State Agencies

Two state agencies directly influence the use and management of

water and water resources in Ohio. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources

provides information and assistance about a variety of water-related topics

including coastal zone management, fishing, watercraft safety, ground water,

pond construction, glaciers and endangered aquatic species. The Ohio

Environmental Protection Agency distributes brochures on public water

supply and waste water. It also responds to inquiries about water r egu-

lations and their enforcement. Similar iriformation is also available from

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Center for Environmental Research

Information located in Cincinnati.
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Universities and Collecpes

Local institutions of higher education have two kinds of offerings

useful to teachers. The first are content courses such as fresh water

ecology, oceanography and marine biology. A directory of marine and

aquatic content courses offered by Ohio colleges is available from

the Ohio Sea Grant Education Office. The second are graduate and

. undergraduate method courses or workshops in environmental educa-

tion and marine and aquatic education. In addition, university

personne1 and facilities may serve as a resource for teachers.

Ot 0~ii dP

Numerous other resource people and places exist throughout the

state, Some of these focus on features which are special for Ohio. For

example, The Toledo Port Authority, the Great Lakes Historical Society

and AmShip  American Shipbuilding Company! could be used to teach about

Lake Erie, the Great Lakes and their connection to the Atlantic Ocean.

The lock system on the Ohio River and the Ohio River Museum could also

help teach about water transportation and ocean connections. Roscoe

Village focuses on canals. Local zoos, aquariums, museums, parks,

historical sites and environmental education centers may address local

as well as general water-related topics. For more specific information,

see Appendix C.

CONCLUSION

Ohio may not be located on the ocean but we are directly connected

to the Atlantic and the rest of the world by the Great Lakes and the
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Ohio River. Ln addition, we are indirectly connected in countless ways

on a day-to-day basis. Our lives are dependent upon water and the future

quality of our lives is dependent upon how well we understand, protect

and conserve our water resources. Ohio has the people, places and

resources for meeting the need for marine and aquatic education.
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APPENDIX A*

Sources of Information and Assistance

Educationa1 Resource Information Center, Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics and Environmental Education  ERIC/SNEAC!. The Ohio
State University, 1200 Chamber Road, Room 310, Columbus, Ohio,
43212. A microfiche computerized collection of research and
resource documents of use to educators at all levels, ERIC is
located in most university libraries. Over 1500 documents have
marine education significance.

Marine Education Materials System  MEMS!. Microfiche computerized
collection of marine education material which is constantly
being updated. Obtain "The Guide to Marine Education Materials"
from Sea Grant Publications, VIMS, Gloucester Point, VA, 23602.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C., 20230. For meteorological and
oceanographic information, contact the Office of Public Affairs.

National Marine Education Association, Yirgin1a Institute of Marine
Science Education Center, Gloucester Po~nt, VA, 23062. This
office can direct you to regional organizations and individuals
who can provide assistance. NMEA publishes Current: Journal
fit i Ed i ti i ~ id ~f

cation artcc es.

Office of Sea Grant, NOAA. 6010 Executive Boulevard, Rockvil'Ie, MD.,
20852. The Maryland office can give you information concerning
the nearest Sea Grant program and relevant Sea Grant supported
educational projects. The Sea Grant program is located in
thirty states; supported by federal/state funding it promotes
the wide use of marine resources through research, education
and advisory services.

Ohio Department of Education. The state marine education coordinator,
appointed by the chief state school officer, 1s available to con-
duct workshops, provide information and consult with educators.
Office of Environmental Education, Ohio Department of Education,
65 S. Front Street, Room 811, Columbus, Ohio, 43215.

Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Fountain Square, Columbus, Ohio,
43224. For genera1 information or educational assistance, contact
the Office of Public Information and Education. For specific
information, contact one of the divisions.  Geological Survey,
Natural Areas and Preserves, Parks and Recreation, Soil and Water
D1stricts, Water, Watercraft, W1ldlife!.

* Some of the information in this appendix was adapted from 5:5.
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Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 361 E. Broad Street, Columbus,
Ohio, 43215. Contact the Public Interest Center, the Office of
Public Water Supply or the Office of Wastewater Pollution Control.

Ohio Sea Grant. Three branches provide research and education infor-
mation and assistance to Ohioans.
1! Ohio Sea Grant ~Pro ram, Center tor Lake Erie Area Research,

~4 West 12th Avenue, Coiumbus, Ohio, 43210;
2! Ohio Sea Grant Extension ~Pro ram 1ocated at the above address

with Sea Grant area extension agents at three locations:
a! Lorain County Extension Office, 1575 I owell Street, Elyria,

Ohio, 44035,
b! Lake County Extension Office, 99 East Erie Street, Painesville,

Ohio, 44077, and
c! Fremont Area Extension Center, 1401 Walter Avenue, Fremont,

Ohio, 43420; and
3! Ohio Sea Grant Education Office, 1945 N. High Street, Columbus,

Uhlan,~21 0

U.S. Coast Guard. For information on boating and pollution control,
contact Boating Safety, Ninth Coast Guard District Headquarters,
Federal Office Building, Room 2061, 1240 E. 9th Street, Cleveland,
Ohio, 44199.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Center for Environmental Research
and Information, 26 W. St. Clair, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268. Address
inquiries to "Public Information."
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APPENDIX 6*

Resource Materials

Childrens' Literature-~Passa e to the Sea. N. Bagnall, 1980. Sea Grant/
SSSM,C IgS«I 1,». I I I I d-

activities for learning stations which focus on three children' s
books-one for primary, one for upper elementary, and one for middle
school.

C I 11 ~M: A~Ad S 1 1 S dd
Course. Curriculum Research and Development Group, Univer sity of
Hawaii, Honolulu. 1979. Materia1s include a book of readings,
student worksheets and a simulation game called Ostrich 6ay.

Great Lakes Curriculum for Middle Schools. Michigan Sea Grant Curriculum
7 . I I.SA rn I « .C Syldd

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48109. Contains multi-
disciplinary units an the sea lamprey, fishing, water quality, urban
comunities and shipping,

~Hi h School Marine Science ~Stud ~pro'ect  HMSS!. Curriculum Research and
Development Group, University of Hawaii, Honlulu, 1979. Contains
10 chapters of activities which focus on three themes: fluid earth,
living ocean and technology.

Investi atin the Marine Environment: A Sourcebook. H. M. Weiss and
g.rggg. ~, . ~ I gy. A

Point, Groton, Connecticut, 06340.

t t the Marine Environment and Its Resources. V. Lien, 1979.
Sea Grant University Program, ~Co lege Station. Texas,

77843. Two volumes of interdisciplinary activities and information
on the Gulf Coast.

Marine ~Or anisms in Science Teachin . J. D. Hunt, ed. Texas AGM Col'lege
Program, ColTege Station. exes, 77843. Contains supplemental,
hands-on investigations for a laboratory-oriented science program
for grades four through twelve.

Narine Science Education ~pro'ect. University of Maryland Sea Grant
Program, H. J. Patterson Hall, Raom 1222, College Park, Maryland,
20742. Three titles are available. Food Webs in an Estuary, The
American Oyster, and Tides and Marshes.

North Carolina Marine Education Pro'ect. UNC Sea Grant College Program,
10009 1 B~ui dsngFFCSU, RRa eigh, North Carolina, 27660. Five
volumes covering specific topics like coastal geology and history.

* Some of information in this appendix was adapted from 5:5.
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Northern New ~En land Marine Education ~Pro'ect. 1979. Sea Grant/College
of Education, University of Maine, Orono, Maine, 04469. Over
fifteen volumes covering interdisciplinary topics like whales,
art, aquaculture, ships and aquariums.

Ocean Related Curriculum Activities  ORCA!. Sea Grant/Pacific Science
8 28 . tel tl,! tt ." "lg, 819.
Over eight volumes covering specific topics from navigation to
Indi an s to be ac he s.

Oceanic Education Act~vities for Great Lakes Schools. Ohio Sea Grant
Education Office, The Ohio State University, 283 Arps Hall, 1945
N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio, 43210. Collection of twenty-three
multidisciplinary activities for grades five through nine on topics
like climate, erosion, pollution, shipping, and fish,

Pro ect COAST. Sea Grant/University of Delaware, University of Delaware,
OWi'|Tard Hall, Education Building, Newark, Delaware, 19711.

Series of over 12S topic-oriented packages covering various topics
such as dune dances, marine stories and oysters. 1974.

"Sensing the Sea."  Grades Two-Three! E. Odell-Fisher and R. N. Giese,
1978. Virgin~a Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point,
Virginia, 23062. Contains hands-on e]ementary activities which
focus on the characteristics of the coastal area and the life
which exists there.

Smithsonian Estuarine Activities  SEA!. S. P. Gucinski, ed., 1979.
~t~i« . rg.fn 28. 8 g, g. » 2.

A series of activities investigating marshes and estuaries.

The Source Book of Marine Sciences. S. Dobkin, ed., 1980. Florida
~ceanograph>c ~ac>ety, TFig! Riverside Grive, Stuart, Florida,

33494. Laboratory experiments of the oceans.

Wet, Wild and ~Dec, the Ph sical Ocean. Institute for Marine and Coastal
Yttuies/Sea Grant, U C, University Park, Los Angeles, California,
90007.
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APPENDIX C*

Ideas for Field Trips and Other Educational Opportunities

Boat Rides

Canal Fulton: The St. Helena II, a fu11-size replica of a mule-drawn
Ohio freight barge  in town on SR 93!.

Cincinnati: De'Ita queen and Mississippi, steamboat tours of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers.

Cleveland: Goodtime II, sightseeing cruises on the Cuyahoga River and
and harbor  departs from E. 9th Street Pier!.

Coshocton: Monticello II, canal boat ride near Roscoe Village  on
SR 16 and 83 at jct. U.S. 16!.

Piqua: A mule-drawn canal boat ride at the Piqua Historical Area  off
SR 66, 24 miles north!.

Zanesville: The Lorena Sternwheeler, a replica of a turn-of-the century
sternwheeler on the Muskingum River  Putnam I anding dock on
Muskingum Avenue, > mile from south end of 6th Street Bridge!.

Historical Sites
Coshocton: Roscoe Vil Iage, a restored 19th-century Ohio-Erie canal town

 on SR 16 and 83 at jct. U.S. 16!.
Garrettsville: Hopkins Old Water Nil 1 �804!, an operating mill with

authentically reproduced water wheel  in town an SR 82!.
Put-in-Bay on South Bass Island in Lake Erie: Perry's Victory and Inter-

national Peace Memorial, commemorates the Battle of Lake Erie during
the War of 1812  reached by automobile ferries from Catawba or Port
Clinton!.

Lorain: American Shipbuilding Company  AmShip Division! Lorain Yard,
tours of shipbuilding and repair facilities �00 Colorado Avenue,
44052!.

Painsvi'lie: Morton Salt Company Fairport Mine, tour of facilities
 near mouth of Grand River!.

Toledo: AmShip, see Lorain, �245 Front Street, 43605!.

Locks

Muskingum River: For information about locations, facilities and tours,
contact Muskingum River Parkway, Parkway Office, Box 2806, Zanesville,
Ohio, 43761.

Ohio River: For information about locations, facilities and tours, con-
tact U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Box 2127,
Huntington, West Virginia, 25721.

~ Some of the information in this appendix was adapted from the 1981
American Automobile Association Tour Book for Ohio.
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ssuseums

Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Natural History  Wade Oval in Univer-
sity Circle!.

Cincinnati; Cincinnati Museum of Natural History �720 Gilbert Avenue
near the entrance to Eden Park!.

Columbus: Center for Science and Industry �80 E. Broad Street!.
Columbus: Ohio Historical Society  jct. I-71 and 17th Avenue!.
Dayton: Gayton Musuem of Natural History �629 Ridge Avenue!.
Fairport Harbor: Fairport Marine Museum �29 2nd Street!.
Marietta: Ohio River Museum and the W.P. Snyder, Jr., one of the first

all-metal, steam powered towboats on the Ohio River  Washington
and Front Streets!.

Vermilion: Great Lakes Historical Society Museum �80 N. Main Street!.

Natural Areas, Preserves and Parks

Many organizations own properties which contain lakes, streams,

marshes, bogs, estuaries or other bodies of water. Some of these

organizations provide opportunities for individualized exploration
while others make available naturalists or other personnel for guided

tours. For specific information contact:

Ohio Department of Natural Resources, the Oivisions of Natural
Areas and Preserves, Parks and Recreation or Wildlife,
Fountain Square, Columbus, 43224.

The' Ohio Historical Society, Interstate 71 and 17th Avenue,
Columbus, 43211.

The Nature Conservancy, Ohio Chapter, 1504 West First Avenue,
Columbus, 43212.

Local Parks  city, county, metro!, nature centers, camps, environ-
mental education centers, school land labs.

Ports

Ohio has ports at five locations: Ashtabula, Cleveland, Conneaut,
Lorain and Toledo. Guided tours may be ar ranged at Cleveland
and Toledo Port Authorities.

Zoos

Aurora: Sea World, family entertainment, school programs and teacher
workshops � miles northwest on SR 43!.

Cleveland: Cleveland Aquarium, marine and fresh-water p1ants and
animals  off I-90 at E 72nd Street exit in Gordon Park!.

Cleveland: Cleveland Metroparks Zoo  in Brookside Park with entrance
off W. 25th Street!.
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Cincinnati: Cincinnati Zoological Gardens  exit 6 off I-75, following
signs to Vine Street and Erkenbrecher Avenue!.

Columbus: Columbus Zoo, with aquarium   at O'Shaughnessy Dam on SR 257
at 9990 Riverside Drive!.

Sandusky; Cedar Point's Oceana, performing dolphins and aquazoo  reached
by toll causeway off U.S. 6, 10 miles north of Ohio Turnpike exit 7!.

Toledo: Toledo Zoological Park, with a large fresh-water aquarium �
miles southwest on U.S. 24 at 2700 Broadway!.

Youngstown: For Nature Center, semiaquatic terrarium and .aquariums with
indigenous fish, plants and crayfish.

Misce'ligneous

Castalia: Blue Hole, artesian spring of azure water of unknown depth,
trout exhibit, and fish  Q mile north on SR 269!.

Kelleys Island in Lake Erie: resort, grapes, quarries, glacial grooves
 by ferry from Sandusky or Narblehead!.

Marblehead: resort, fishing center, light house, quarries.
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OCCASIONAl PAPERS

This is the sixth in a series of papers designed to provide

interested people with some current information about environ-

mental education. The occasional paper format was chosen because

it provides for rapid production and, therefore, timeliness. The

varied topics of these papers will allow them to be distributed

to different and specific audiences.

Other topics now being considered for publication are:

An Explanation of Appropriate Technology

School Land Laboratories: Their Use and
Development

Resident Outdoor Education: Some Program
Guidelines

Responsibilities of a School District
Coordinator of Environmental Education

Suggestions for other topics will be welcome.

Authors for these papers will be Ohioans both in and out of

the Ohio Department of Education and, therefore, the views ex-

pressed are those of the authors, and not necessarily those of

the Ohio Department of Education.
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Marine and Aquatic Education Teacher Workshop
Evaluation Form

The leaders hope this has been a beneficial experience for you. We tried to
plan It so it would be the most useful in your present teaching responsibility.
Please give us information that will Improve the workshops we are planning in the
next two years for other teachers throughout Ohio. They will benefit from your
candid responses. Thank you.

Your grade and/or sub!ect

1. Please react to the general ATNQSPEERE we created. Warm, friendly, accepting,
pleasant, helpful, relaxed, en]oyable, or the opposites. What' should we do to
change or Improve it?

2. Please tell us if we have helped you increase your knowledge about snd understanding
of Marine and Aquatic Education and the need for it in the curriculum of Ohio's
elementary and secondary schools. What else would be helpful?

3. Please tell us if we have given you sufficient help in finding the RESOURCES you
will need in preparing future marine and aquatic education activities you will
want to do with your students. What else would be helpful?

4. What else did we do well? Not so well? Your comments will help us to do a
better job for teachers from all over Ohio.



5. Do you feel that Lake Erie is an appropriate topic for inclusion in your curricula?
Has your opinion on this changed as a result of this workshop? Explain.
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3 credits

Workshop in Marine and Aquatic Education
COURSE SYLLABUS

Spring 1983

Instructors

Dr. Victor J. Mayer, Professor of Science Education and Geology, OSU
Dr. Rosanne W. Fortner, Assistant Professor of Natural Resources, OSU

Office: 283 Arps Hall, 1945 N. High St., Columbus, Ohio 43210
�14! 422-4121

Participants will:

l. learn information about Ohio's waterways and the world's oceans;

2. participate in activities useful for teaching water-related concepts
in the arts, science and social studies;

3. study the current status of biological and physical resources of
the seas and' the Great Lakes;

4. design classroom activities that lead to an understanding of the
importance of water in the history, culture and economy of Ohio and
the nation;

S. participate in field experiences along the Lake Erie shore.

A. The World's Oceans

l. Information

a. Origin of the ocean basins and continents
b. The water of the oceans
c. The influence of the oceans on weather and climate
d. The life of the oceans

e. The influence of the oceans on art, history and culture

2. Teaching materials

a. Materials of the Crustal Evolution Education Project
b. Materi.als developed by agencies such as National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Adminstration, Pro]ect ORCA and Pro]ect COAST
c. Audio visual materials
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B. The Great Lakes

l. Information

a. Origin of the Lakes
b. Characteristics of the lakes
c. Effects on the lakes on history and culture of the area
d. Economic importance of the lakes

2. Materials

a. Materials developed by Michigan and Minnesota Sea Grant'
b. Selected materials of Ohio Sea Grant
c. Audio visual materials

C. Lake Erie and Ohio Rivers

l. Information

a. Lake Erie

l. Its development and characteristics
2. Its effect upon the State's history
3. Its economic importance

b. The Ohio River and Its Tributaries

l. Origin and .characteristics
2. Their Uses

2. Materials

a. Teaching materials developed by Ohio Sea Grant
b. Other teaching materials

Text Materials

Ohio Department of Education, "Marine and Aquatic Education," Environ-
mental Education Occasional Paper 46, August, 1981.

Ohio Sea Grant, Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools,
a series of 23 activities and teachers' guides containing background
information on various topics and teaching strategies.

Selected articles from current literature.

References

Goodwin, Harold L. Americans and the. World of Water. University of
Delaware Sea Grant Program, Newark, 1977.

Evaluation will be based on

70/l. Attendance and participation

2. Completion of an activity 30X

Lafferty, Michael B., editor, Ohio's Vi atural Herita e The Ohio Academy
of Science, Columbus, l979 ~
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Schedule of Classes

Spring 1983

Activities~To icDate

3/29 Overview of Marine
and Aquatic Education

Introduction to Sea

Grant

Geography of the Great
Lakes

EP-14

4/5 Effect of large water
bodies on weather

and climate

Water level change in
Lake Erie

EP-1

EP-16

4/12 No Glass

4/19 Film

EP-3

GEEP

Origin of the Great
Lakes

Formation of Ocean

Basins

4/26 EP-11

discussion

ORCA

Life in Sea and Lakes
Economics of fisheries

The great whales

5/3 Problems of oceans and
Lakes

Polution

Acid rain

Sea lamprey

5/10 Impact of the seas on
cultural heritage

music
arts

language

5/17 EP-15

EP-13

The Rule of Lake Erie in

the Nation's History
Shipping on the Lakes

and oceans

5/21 Field trip-Cleveland

Lake front

5/24 .

Votive Remaejaea slide presentation KP-4

123

Law of the Sea

Whaling

Slide

presentation
Film

EP-23

Minnesota S.G.

Michigan S.G.

Film

songs

Discussion

EP-21

slide presentation
EP-17

EP-20

EP-22

slide presentation
ORCA

Environmental

Education i16

EP-2

"Lake Erie and.

the Islands"
215-223

EP-5

Project Paragraph
EP-6

EP-7

EP-10

EP-19

EP-9

"Life of the Lake &
Islands' 224-235

EP-8

EP-].2

"State of the
Lakes"

EP-18

"Images for a Sea
People"



SUGGESTED ACTIVITY FORMAT

l. Title

2. Instructional Goal: the main concept or idea.

3. Ob!ective: the behaviors the students should achieve.

4. Introduction: reasons why students should do the activity;
interest grabber.

5. Procedures: steps the students perform in order to accomplish
the ob$ ectives.

6. Evaluation: how the students will be evaluated; did the students
achieve the ob$ectives?

April 19: a paragraph summarizing your activity and appropriate
grade level.

May 31: completed activity due

SUGGESTED TOPICS

l. Mater Sports

2. Legends of the Sea

3. Sea and River Paintings

Literature, of the Sea and Rivers

5. Songs of the Sea

6. Human Life Under the Sea

7. Problems in Uses of the Coastal Zone

8. Life in the Sea and Rivers

9. Transportation on Seas and Rivers

10. Sea Battles; Lake Battles

11. Uses of Water

12. Types of Ships and Ship Building

13. How Seas and/or Lakes were Formed

14. Sea and Lakes as Energy Resources

15. Settlements along Coasts and
Rivers

16. Others by request

7. Resources and References: for students and teachers.

8. Extensions: additional assignments and enrichment activities  optional!.

DEADLINES
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OHIO STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT THE
OCEAN'S AiND GREAT LAKES'

ROSANNE W FORTNER, School oF Natura  Resources, |ne Ohi,' ..:are University, Co umhw. OH
43210

VICTOR I MAYER. Science and Machemacica Education, The Ohio Scace Univecaicy, Columbus, OH
432 10

AB TRACT. A program to develop instructional materials for implementing marine and
aqu.i:ic education in Ohio middle scho." .was begun by Ohio Sea Granc in 19 . This
was followed 3 years la~er by a grant to ciissemin..cc che cnacerials to schools in 0"..io. To
determine che effectiveness of the dissemination process a baseline study was cc::;ucted
in the autumn of 1980. The survey obtained information on attirudes and knov, ledge of
che Great Lakes and oceans from fifth and ninch grade students in ra.. '. mly selected
schools wichin 3 arbitrarily decerrnined cones: che lake region, the centrai region and che
Ohio River region. In addicion, studencs responded co items co determine their percep-
tions of the sources of their knowledge.

Students exhibited low levels of kno~ledge of marine and aquatic co;..cs, with the
poorest performance in those topics related to the humanities. The ninth graders s ared
significantly higher on all topi cs. Knowledge scores were related co atcicudes anc nigh
scorers had more positive actirudes han low scorers. S;adencs in the lake region c: d noc
have appreciablv more wacer re!;. ed experiences than chose students in the other
2 regions. In both grades celevision was rated che most important source of
aquatic information,

A similar survey was begun in September of 1983 . ~~n complecicn of the c;sscm-
ination pro}ect. Any changes in <;nch graders' kno+, e and acncudes can in part
be attributed co che program, p:.,vided tifch graders behaviors have noc changed
appreciably.

 .iHIO J. SCI. 8:. �!: 218-22'. 1983

'Manuacripc received I iNovemhec l982 and in
reviaed Form 28 5 arch l983 � 82-.'.~!
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INTRODUCTIA V

The Office of S., Grant. within the Ra-
tional Oceanic ana Atmospheric Admi",:.--
cration, supported a study resulcing � a
paper published in 1978 on the need for
marine and aq .-cic education in che na-
tion's schools  Goodwin and Schaac 19. 8!.
The paper provided a definition of mar;r.e
and aquatic educacion as a componenc of
environmental education. The concensus
of those contributing to the study was that
since Earth Day, environmental concerns
have resulted in an increased awareness of
our air quality, mineral resources, drink-
ing water and landscape. but too often chc
critical role of the oceans has been ignored.

X  hat do our children knoo, abo '. che
wor a's oceans.' Whar are their act;cudes
toward rhem.' These questions must be
answered for cciucacors to be able .: sup-
port che need for prograins in .�.:urine
and aquatic education and to elle"=-.vely
design such programs, partner and Testes
�980! conducted a study ot children in
Virginia, a coastal scace, and con.!uded
that "... some irnprovemenr in the level
of student knowiedge about che ocean is
desirable. and specific ocean study courses
have noc been shown to be sign f c ncly
related co marine knowledge or attic aes.
Given this information. ic is recommended
that subject matter aeai;:ng v ich the ocean
be infused into existing curricula ..

The Office of Sea Gran- funded Oh:0 Sea
Grant in 19 co develop teaching m eri-
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als for students in grades five through nine
of Ohio's schools The need for this devel-
opment project was in part based on the
results of a survey conducted by Howe and
Price   1976!. The survey was complered by
about � srudents froin each tenth and
each twelfth grade class in 40 selected
Ohio high schools. %"hile results diRered
within and becween schools, the data indi-
cated that most students had positive acti-
tudes regarding the oceans, recognized the
importance of the oceans in the future of
the United States, and were aware of re-
lated environmental problems. On the
other hand, most lacked factual and con-
ceptual knowledge about the oceans and
other bodies of taarer.

ln designing the development project,
Ohio Sea Grant staff felt that high quality
teaching inaterials, focusing on factual and
conceptual information about the oceans
and the Great Lakes, would be a first step
in facilitating increased learning among
Ohio's school children abour che tnarine
and aquatic environments. Consistent with
che recommendations of Fortner and Teates
�980!, the tnaterials developed were to be
suppletnentary, 2-5-clay modules, and in-
fused into exisring c rricula. Because of
the structure of Ohio schools, it was felt
chis could best be accommodated ac the
rniddle school or junior high school level.
The modules were coLLectivel> titled
Oceanic Education Activities for Greac
Lakes Schools  OEAGLS!.

None of the studies previously cited
dealt with documet.ting student back-
ground in marine and aquatic eciucation
during the middle s;hool years, nor did
they attempt to determine changes in
such knowledge and attitudes over a
period of time.

The study was designed to ansv.er the
foLLowing questions: I 1! What do Ohio
fifth grade and ninth grade children know
about the oceans an-' che Great Lakes?
�! Ho+ does cheir knowledge change over
the intervening four iears of schooling.'
 !! 'i! 'hac are che attitudes oFOhio tiith and
ninth graders toward che oceans and to-
ward Lake Erie? �! H» do these attitudes

change over che intervening four years of
schooling? �! %'hat do children perceive
as their sources of knota ledge regarding the
oceans and the Great Lakes? �! Do chese
perceptions change over the intervening
four years? Fortner and Teates �980! found
that students who lived in close proximicy
to rhe coast had higher knowledge scores.
h further quesrion to be answered in the
Ohio survey was whecher this "proximity
eR'ect" was found also in relation to the
Lake Erie shoreline.

SURVEY DEVELOPihfENT

Each of the aurvev instruments consisted oF
3 parts: a knowledge component, an attitude assess-
ment, and an expenence inventory. h pool of 86
knowledge items waa developed From those used in
thc earlier Ohio scudy, the Fortnet and Teatea11980!
study in Virginia, and a study conducted by Dela-
warr Sea Grant  Ireek 1980! Additional items were
developed by staff ot' the Ohio Sea Grant OEAGLS
ptolect. The entire ~~I was reviewed by a panel
of 12 experts in marine history, fisheries, and geog-
raphy. Items were revised based on the experts'
auggeattona. The pool was divided into 4 tcata
and administered to 55 fifth grade students and
80 ninth grade students From a suburban Colutnbus
school system,

Students were asked to make comments on each
item relating to the language uard and ita difficu! ty
In addition, a random sample of fifth gradrra was
selected anti interviewed about items Teacheea were
also asked to cornme.. on each item These informal
coinmcnta were used to modify items to make them
underatandablr to fi..h graders. In addinon. item
analyaea were prtformed on each of the 4 pilot
vetviona of the survey 6 tinal itetn pool oF 63 itema
survived the pilot ptocedurea. These itema weir
divided among 3 tormi Six items «cre selected aa a
c'ore and were include' on all 3 forms. These iteins
wrre ot a broad. general nature and appeared to be
of greatrr significance than most of the other items,
The remaining 5 were categorized by content
area and then equal!y assigned t'rotn among the
3 areas of science, social studies, and humanitiea co
each of the 3 forms, making a coral of 25 know ledge
itctna on each.

The acmantic dilfetrntial format aaa selected For
the assessment of attitudea. Two referent concrpta
were used. "The Oceans" and "Lake Erie." Ten
adjectival pairs were selected ior uac aich the
2 concepts. The patri represented the 3 dimensions
of potency, evaluanon, and acnvity. h panel of
6 individua!a cttticued the scale, and minor re-
viiuons were macle. The third component of the
surrey «aa a arriea o. items to determine student
perceptiona of their aourccs oF knowledgr regarding
the oceans and thr Great Lakes, The items developed
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TABLE 1

Dorivrpnoe of oripoirai iig daaci.

Grade 9Grade 5

Lake Cen eral

Number of schools
Setting

Urban
Suburban
Town  pop. 100.000!
Rural

Funding
Public
Pr reste

222

20.0%
30. 0

7

18.2
18.2
40 9

14. 3%
32. 1
42,9
10.7

26. 1
34.8
3<.8

1 .7
1 .6.

5
41.2

i
18.5
75
33.0

83~~
1 ~rc

9z"c
oV

91=
9

HI%
19%.26"F
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by Forcner and Testes �980! were slighcly modi-
fied and used wirh this survey. The same attitude
items and experience items were used on each of
the 3 forms.

Additional information about each school's geo-
graphic and economic setting and about the class in
which the survey was conducred was obtained
through a questionnaire completed by the teacher.
This information was used ta veriFy whecher in-
structions were foiUowed in rhe selecrion uc classes.
Ic also pmvided data on the socio-economic srarus of
rht' groups involved in this survey.

ln identifying the sample for the study, che State
of Ohio was split into 3 regions. Those counties

' locaced wichin 50 miles of rhe Lake Erie shore com-
prised the "lake region;" those within 50 miles of
the Ohio River, the "river region;" and the re-
maining counries, the "cencral region," Two lisrs
were compiled by region, one wich schools havmg
fifth grade classes, and one with schools having
ninth grade classes. h 4% candom sample of the
lifch grade schools was selected in each region, Since
chere are fewer ninth grade schools because of their
generally larger size, a 10~ir random sample was
chosen from chese schools. This resulted in a sample
af 120 fifth gradt schools and 110 ninch grade
schools, h letter was senc to che principal af each of
the selected schvals explaining the nature at che
study and offering an invitation co parcicipace. Each
principal was asked co lisr rhe teachers in thc' school
at che fifth or ninch grade level in al phabeti cal order
and co selecr the teacher ac the middle of the list to
be che administrator of the cesc. Tne teacher's name
was chen sent co the investigacors. The samey mate-
rials wece sent to .hat teacher wich a request to use
them in the teacnvr s last class of the clay and on
or before a certain m~ce.

Each teacher received sufficient survey torms for a
class of students. They were arranged sequennally
by form within the sec received by che ceacher, so
thar a third ot the srudents in each;lass received

form h, a third form B, and the remainder received
Form C.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Results were received Fram 79 of che
originally selected fifth grade schools, a
66Ãc response, and from 68 of che origi-
nally selected ninth grade schools, a 62~ac
response. Totals o.' I,887 f!fch grade
scudels and I, i a'.- ninth grade students
participated in tl'v s rvey,

The proportion of non-responding
schools was relat v. li high despice the fact
that intensive ef.orts a' re mounted to ob-
cain responses tram ch= original sample,
Original response rates varied between a
low of 59.0% Lom ninth grade river
schools co a high of 84.6 ic from fifth grade
central schools. lt appeared chat re-
spondencs differed in some respects from
non-respondents. For example, it was
more lii ely chat non-respondent schools
were from urban areas. This was particu-
larly ccue of the civet region. One factor
was the strike of Cincinnati teachers tt hich
occurce ' during the testing period, Some
caution must be exercised, therefore, in
generalizing the results of the study. espec-
iallyy chose From the river region,

Table I indicaccs the number ol par-
ticipating schools representing each com-
municy type and whether the funding
source was public or private. Most of
the sch,ols in both grades were public

River Lake Central River
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schools. All types of community settings
were well represented in the samples for
each grade, although the proportions of
schools in each setting varied between
grade level and area.

Among the responding ceachers, about
60% of che ninth grade teachers indicared
thar they cocnplied wich the request to give
che survey in their last class period within
che range of dates allowed. Determination
of the time of day used by most of the fifth
grade teachers could not be made since
most had self-contained classes, ln ap-
proximately 14Ão of ninch grade classes,
teachers or principals noted that the survey
was given in che class in which it could
best serve as a learning experience to sup-
plernent the curriculum. Most apparencly
saw this experience to be related to science,
and accordingly the mosc commonly re-
ported subject atea for survey adminis-
tration was the science class �6% of ninth
grade!.

Five non-white racial categories were
represented among students tesced.
Eighty-cwo percent of the non-whire fifth
graders and 90% of the non-white ninth
graders were black. Because of the predomi-
nance of one race, che 5 categories were
collapsed for analysis into a single non-
white category.

Since response to the survey was divided
aver 3 forms of the knowledge cest and
therefore obtained froin 3 different groups
of studencs, ic was necessary co assure the
equivalence of the groups in order to com-
bine resulcs across cesc forins. The Cross-
tabs analysis of the Scatistical Package for
the SociaL Sciences  SPSS! was used co gen-
erate a chi-square analysis of response fre-
quencies by grade on che 6 icems common
co forms A, 8, and C. No significant dif-
ferences occurred  p < .05! between the
means of the 6 items on che 3 forms, con-
firming che equivalence of che 3 groqps.

The Item Analysis program of the Sra-
tistical Analysis Sysrein  SAS! was used to
cabulace response frequencies for each
knowledge item by grade by region, and to
produce total cesc statistics, Since the

items varied greacly in cheir content, sub-
cesr scores were calculated for the 3 subject
areas of science, social studies, and humani-
ties, The KR-20 reliabilities for the fifth
grade respondents on che 3 versions of the
cest ranged from 0.35 to 0.47. Because of
che low reliabilities, no analysis of the
fifth grade data beyond means and stan-
dard deviations was performed. For ninth
grade respondencs the reliabilicies ranged
from 0.56 co 0.69,

To assist in analysis of attitudes a panel
of reviewers was selected from among indi-
viduals involved in marine education in
formal kindergarten through college set-
tings and informal education programs.
Panel members were asked to indicate
what they considered to be che most posi-
tive response to each attitude icem. The
items were then recaded for anaLysis so thar
"positive' would always be at the high end
ot the scale of possible responses, Descrip-
tive scatistics were calculated for each item
and f' or total atticudes about Lake Erie and
the ocean.

The firsr 32 questions in the experience
portion of che survey dealt with che wide
range of experiences thought to inrluence
knowledge or attitudes abouc wacer envi-
ronments. Frequencies and means were
calculated by region for the inc:vidual
items to determine whether proximity to
water was related to the frequenci of each
experience. A stepwise multiple regression
analysis was conducted to determine
whecher any of the experience variables
could serve as predictors for knowledge
scores. For those chat appeared to be re-
lated, Tukey's test of the mean was applied
to assess the direccion and strength af
the relationship.

The final item in the experience profile
asked for the type of information sources
students felr was most important in reach-
ing chem about che oceans and Great
Lakes. Student choices of information
sources were compared by region, race,
sex, knowledge score, and attitude mean
using Pearson's correlacion. This series
of cotrelations was designed to indicace
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Knov lcdgi of oreans arsd Gr~r Lakes fo~ roral rerr
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Percenc cocrecc

9ch5ch

.6
41.0
36. 8
3l 8

w8. 3
50.6
50.0
+0

Tocal kno~.ledge cesc
Science
Social Scudies
H umani c:es

first whether students wich different de-
mographic characteristics were utilizing
different information sources, and second,
which source was related to higher knowl-
edge scores and more positive atritudes.

An analysis of variance indicated rhe si '
nificance of differences among knowleu>e
scores according i'o region, race and sex of
respondents, Pearson's product-moment
correlation was used to determine whether
there was a relationship between knowl-
edge scores and attitudes. This process was
repeated ior high scorers  X ~ 6,' Ic! and
low scorers  X ~ 33~!.

RESULTS

Fifth graders answered 38% or the ques-
tions about the oceans and Great Lakes
correctly, and ninth graders answered 48=.~
correccly  rable 2!. When subtesc scores
were calculared, ic was found chic ninch
graders' knowledge of aquatic concepts in
social scudies is about the same as char in
science, abour 507c correct. Knowledge of
water-related liumanities concepcs,
ever, is consid"rably Ioya e.; s iso!, Among
fifth graders, the highesc scores were made
on the science subtest  s I'7c! and the low-
est on humanities �2 c!.

Knowledge scores were shown to b-. s;:-
nificantly related to atticudes  p < .',!U I!,
and the daca in cable 3 illustrare that high
scorers have more posicive accitudes chan
low scorers.

%'hen specific attitude icems were ex-
amined in relarion co knowledge scores, ic
was Found that those who scored higher
were also rhose who felt chat Lake Erie and
the oceans were imporcanr and valuable.

TsJscs 3

Rclarronshsp j omarrnr and agvarsr knov ledge and
arrrrvM: e Airsrvde means by knov l~g~ la.l

High Low
All scdcecs scorers

Grade scudencs ir E 6~--,> ix E 33m!

5 3 6 si 0l
N = ;08 20 688

9 3.92 4.15 3 15
N 496 20 289

Vl
o
 s E

3.49
688
3.20
289

5 349 3"'6
N =~08 20

9 3.29 3.3<
N 496 20

Maximum posicsve accicudc = 5

Overall, attitudes coward the oceans were
more positive than those toward Lake Erie,
even among residents ot che lake region.

An analysis ot variance was pert'iscmed
ro identify re!.:;onships between de-
rnographic fact.:-' "nd know iedg. scores.
Main etfeccs were significant  p < .001!
for region and race in grade five and for
region, race and sex in gracle nine. Specifi-
cally, white students in coastal areas scored
higher in boc.. grades. In che ninth grade,
males outscored Females. For the ninth
grade there was also e;idence of an inrec-
acrion between region and sex lp < .05!
such chat regional differences occurred pri-
marily among males.

Srudencs in the lake region did noc ap-
pear to have appreciably more experience
with warer related acrivities than -.'-; river
or cenrrai groups. Fifth graders g".-"rally
reported lower frequencies oi such:. ivi-
ties excepr for those that ir. '.';ed ce:.: '.;
books or magazines. The tit:.'~ graders
expressed a greaser interest in learning
more about the oceans and Great Lakes.
Question,.3 of che experience invencory
collapsed the preceding items into 5 cate-
gories. Responses on this it.rn ' ..-cade are
reported as figure 1, In boti'. c- des the
category iyt movies and television was se-
lected most frequencly as being che most
irnporcant source of informacion -bouc the
oceans and Greac Lakes. Classroom experi-
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ences were more frequently chosen by fifth
graders, as were non-formal institucions of
learning such as museums. Ic is interesting
co noce thar fifth graders, though chey
claimed co have been frequent readers of
magazines, did not select thac category as
a major knowledge source,

Because Fortner and Teates �980! re-
ported char 3 experiences were shown co
have a particularly strong posicive re-
lationship co marine knowledge, che same
3 experiences, che number of Cousteau
programs seen on television, frequency of
reading Nariorsal Geographic, and ability to
swim, were examined in this study. For
the ninth grade data a stepssise multiple
regression analysis identified nearly the
same variables, substituting iLarrarral
%'ilrllife as the magazine, as accouncing
collective,ly for 13% of the variance in
knowledge scores. Using Tukey's test ic
was found that knowledge scores were sig-
nificantly higher with more experience in
each of the activicies.

DISCUSSION

The students tested had low levels of
knowledge regarding marine and aquacic
topics, The magnitude of chis problem is
illustrated by che responses of scudencs
when asked co identify Lake Erie on an
oucline map of che Great Lakes. Only 60%

of the ninch graders and 46% of the fifth
graders correctly identified Lake Erie.
Other questions indicated a Lack of knowl-
edge about the presence ot PCBs in fish
�9crc correct in grade nine!, how much of
the world's food comes From che ocean
�0% correct!, and where energy comes
from for life in che sea �5% correct!.
These topics are among the basic concepts
that Picker �982! compiled as the experts'
concensus on a "Conceptual Scheme for
Aquatic Studies. "

Others of those concepts Fared well. In
the ninth grade, 54~r kness whar plankton
are, 65 ic chose ships as the cheapest trans-
port method for cer~n routes, 75% were
aware of reasons sshy marine fossils are
found on some mountaintops, and 60'7c
could identify the binding interesr of
OPEC countries. Such information is im-
portan as a basis For responsible decisions,
and the levels of knossledge indicated are
encouraging.

The poorest performance occurred on
items related to humanities, indicacing
that srudents are not encountering, or ac
least noc reinembecing, information on che
seas' and lakes' importance in our culture.
While such information is perhaps noc as
important in the building of infortned
decision-makers as is the scientific, his-
toric and economic value of waterways, ex-
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posure to the cultural aspects can be a
life-enriching experience. Exposure co chis
information also helps in informing stu-
dents of che pervasive impact of che world
of wacer in ail aspects or human life and
therefore can have iinplicacions in demori-
strating che importance ot decisions on
water-related:ol itics,

Thac ninth graders scored significantly
higher on knowledge chan fifch graders
may be cause for opcirnisrn. This study has
demonstrated a correlation becween higher
knowledge and more positive attitudes
abour the importance and value of water
systems. Forrnal and informal experiences
over the i-year period between che grades
are apparently producing desirable changes
in che school population, IF we can identify
which of chose experiences are the most
effective inrorrnation sources, then their
use can be maximized co improve knowl-
edge about che wacer world.

Thus, an important aspect oF chi;,ort
is a consideration of wher.- tne sut iects'
information might have ur inat!d, The
largest percenrage of che suble:cs Felt they
got their information r om movies ana
television. The demogra=hie Factors shown
to be related o knowle'ge scores w'': re-
gion and race in grade rive, with sex also
related in grade nine. An opportunity
factor may be involved in the regional
"proximity effect," with more aquatic ex-
periences available in the coastal region,
and a historic Factor of dominance by whice
males in wacer-related careers may also be
relaced. Combining these possibilities
with che addicional related factors ot
watching Cousteau programs, reading
!Variorla! %'i/der'fi and being able co sw im,
ic is noc difficulc co surmise che inf1u-
ence of socioeconomic factors on aquacic
knowledge. Better clues to socioeconomic
intluences would be measures of family in.
come and education level which were not
collecced in this stuciy but should be
included in future research.

This study has served che Ohio Sea
Grant Education Office as a baseline of
marine and aquatic knowledge and atti-

tudes and therefore as a guide to whac in-
formation sh-;,kaid be provided in curricu-
Jurn maceriais andor teacher training. Ic
has shown chat water-related knowledge,
attitudes and experiences in a midwesrern
srace are ver. similar to those in a coascal
state such a.. ' irgirua. It has also suggested
ocher mechanisms besides kindergarten
through h:ih school educacion as in', rma-
cion vehici: and has sthus served as lusri-
fication for projec:s involving radio and
museums as disseminacion media. Finally,
the survey will be treated as a pretest
which preceded a 5-year program of
teacher education in marine and Greac
Lakes educar.:n. grades five through nine,
Repeating tne survey in the 1985-84
school year, with a new sample chosen in
the same way, should indicare whether this
information has been passed on co the
teachers' classes to che extent thar ninth
grade scores are substantially higher than
the pretest scores. In che posttesc che fifch
grade will serve as a comparison group,
sine chac grade level and below will be
minima.".y impacte" by che teacher educa-
tion pr.etram and OEAGLS materials. In
that regard, th» study will serve as a
summative evaluation For boch projects.
iccxioaMciovicxTs This study seas suppor'ted
by Ohio Sea Grant through r' odin' from rhe Ca-
tional Oceanic and Atmospneric Administration.
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